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ABSTRACT

In the study of the neural control of locomotion large quanti

ties of data must be processed. As part of the continuing locomotion 

research being conducted at The University of Arizona a computer data 

base and related data reduction programs have been developed to handle 

these large quantities of data.

Raw data describing the footfalls of a large number of normal 

cats running on a treadmill are recorded on cine film. These films are 

interpreted visually and the interpreted data are entered into digital 

magnetic tape files for use on the CDC 6400 computer at the University 

of Arizona Computer Center. This data base should provide a good base 

line against which other normal and abnormal data can be compared.

These data are initially reduced by a locally developed program 

called GAIT. The data are then further reduced by a program called 

ANALYZ which presents results in forms that allow human observers to 

detect possibly significant patterns. This report describes ANALYZ in 

detail.

It was not intended that this report should include conclusions 

about the kinematic and neurophysiological implications of the results 

of this data reduction. However, it was noted that our data exhibits 

significant discrepancies from the data shown by other authors, and that 

our data exhibits the expected separation between symmetric and asym

metric gaits.
viii.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The study of animal (including human) locomotion has produced 

interesting and valuable results in both basic and applied science.

Some of these results have been increased understanding of issues in 

animal morphology (Hildebrand 1965, 1966), better understanding of and 

some potential solutions to problems in the design and development of 

prosthetic devices and legged vehicles (McGhee 1967, Frank 1968, Frank 

and McGhee 1969, McGhee and Sun 1974), and in better understanding of 

the neurophysiologica1 mechanisms which control animal locomotion 

(Wetzel and Stuart 1976). However, much work remains, to be done.

Wetzel and Stuart (1976, p. 2) observed that " . . . in spite of much 

work at every level from the unitary action of receptor or synapse to 

the over-all level of gait analysis . . . "  many data are missing which 

might provide more complete quantitative understanding of locomotion.

For example, locomotion can be described in terms of temporal 

relationships between various events which occur in each limb, and 

patterns of these events can be used to characterize different types of 

gaits. Changes in these patterns are called gait.conversions, At 

present, it is unknown how the nervous system programs these conversions 

or even the steady-state patterns (Wetzel and Stuart 1976). Most de

scriptions of locomotion in current use, especially those based on the



relations of quantified variables, involve kinematic events such as 

footfalls. These descriptions probably will not provide sufficient in

formation to determine the neural mechanisms controlling locomotion. 

However, it appears that closer scrutiny of the current descriptions 

based on much larger data bases than have been used up to now would 

provide important clues about these mechanisms (Wetzel and Stuart 1976). 

Further the building of much larger data bases would provide more valid 

baselines of kinematic data to which EMG and kinetic data could be 

compared.

Another area involving interesting but unanswered questions is 

that of environmental effects. Recognizable differences in patterns 

appear when data from different environmental situations are compared. 

Such a comparison might involve (for example) subjects running on 

treadmills and subjects running on open ground. However, these differ

ences in patterns are not yet well correlated with specific environ

mental factors (Wetzel and Stuart 1976).

This lack of understanding of the neural mechanisms controlling 

locomotion should not, in general, be taken as a reflection on the 

quantity or quality of work done in this area, but as an indication of 

the complexity of the task at hand. The study of locomotion involves 

the collection and interpretation of various data describing events that 

occur during locomotion.

As few as two different types of events may provide a sufficient 

description for some studies such as basic animal morphology (Hildebrand

1965). The study of neural control mechanisms, however, requires



descriptions based on many different types of events and their inter

relations, For example, a description of a single hind limb in a domes

tic cat could include events occurring in up to 26 muscles and four 

joints. Such descriptions, essentially involving multi-dimensional 

measurement space, are subject to the "curse of dimensionality"

(Meisel 1972, p, 13) and require the processing of enormous numbers of 

data points to establish valid base lines and data clusters. However, 

it may be possible to reduce the dimensionality of these descriptions 

using feature selection techniques such as Meisel (1972) describes.

It has become clear that a comprehensive computer^assisted data 

collection and analysis system is needed to permit convenient access to 

large amounts of data for processing with a variety of computer tech

niques. Such a system is being developed as part of the on-going studies 

on locomotion in cats at The University of Arizona. At present, this 

system consists of a data base (Wait, Atwater and Wetzel 1974) and a 

package of two programs, GAIT and ANALYZ, which reduce the raw data once 

it is transferred to the data base. It is our intention that the use of 

these programs will result in the development of techniques for gait 

classification based on more refined quantitative descriptions and in 

the facilitation of comparisons of data from different experimental 

situations. This paper describes this entire software package although 

the emphasis will be placed on program ANALYZ since the development of 

this program was the author's thesis project.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 pro

vides a brief introduction to the terms and concepts used in the



quantitative study of locomotion and some of the work done up to now. 

Chapter 3 describes the experimental environment here at The University 

of Arizona and the tools we are using including the data base and pro

gram GAIT, Chapter 4 provides an overview of program ANALYZ including 

examples of various data reductions which it can perform. Chapter 5 

provides conclusions and suggestions for future work based on the results 

obtained up to now. The appendices provide a description of the data 

base format^ details of the requirements for running GAIT and ANALYZ, a 

rigorous definition of the ANALYZ commands written in modified Backus- 

Naur form, technical details of the ANALYZ software, and a listing of 

the statistical formulas used in ANALYZ,



CHAPTER 2

BASIC CONCEPTS

Most forms of earth-bound locomotion are series of quasi- 

periodic events. This is certainly true of stepping locomotion, which 

involves events such as lifting a foot, swinging it through the air, and 

placing it on a supporting surface. In particular, when a biped or 

quadruped is moving with a constant forward speed, the apparent periodi

city allows stepping locomotion to be characterized by descriptions of 

certain of these periodic events based on a series of cycles or strides. 

In the interest of producing precise descriptions which allow convenient 

flexible comparisons, these descriptions usually take the form of 

numerical values. Rather than describing locomotion by a sample series 

of strides involving explicit values for each occurrence of a particular 

event, it is usually desirable to describe a single typical stride in

volving values reflecting the mean or statistical average of occurrences 

of particular events. Since these values describe periodic events, they 

can be related to absolute units of time or normalized to some reference 

such as the period of a stride. Further, when descriptions of several 

different events are involved temporal relationships (phase leads or 

lags) between various events may be included and expressed as fractions 

of the stride period.

5
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In dealing with these descriptions it should be remembered that 

a given series of these events may not necessarily be stationary in 

time. It is common to find local statidnarity in series of strides 

especially with low speed gaits such as walks or trots, but Wetzel and 

Stuart (1976) found high speed gaits such as gallops. in which the foot-* 

fall pattern varied significantly from one stride to the nexte Of 

course, in a case such as this, a single average or typical stride 

would be invalid for describing a series of strides, and each stride in 

the series would have to be inspected individually.

Appropriate events for describing locomotion can occur at any 

level from the cellular to the organismic. Single nerve cells can be 

characterized by the occurrence of action potentials, Single muscles 

can be characterized by electromyograms (EMG), length, and force.

Single limbs can be characterized by EMGs, joint angles, limb position, 

and force production. Single limbs can also be characterized by divid

ing a stride into epochs with the criteria for division being based on 

such things as whether or not a foot is in contact with the supporting 

surface (footfalls) or the activation of extensor or flexor muscle 

groups as in the Fhilippson step cycle (Wetzel and Stuart 1976). Loco

motion at the level of the whole organism is characterized by descrip

tions of the single unit events listed above and the phase relationships 

between any two or more of these events.

Values to describe some of these events are derived from cinema

tographic records by visual inspection of each frame (Wait et al, 1974) 

or by computer interpretation of signals from television cameras 

(Winter, Greenlaw and Hobson 1972; Cheng 1975). Values for other events



are obtained from records of analog voltages produced by EMG electrodes 

(internal or on the surface of the subject) or by various force, 

acceleration, or position transducers (Wetzel and Stuart 1976; Kljajie* 

Bajd and Stanic 1975) t.

These descriptions are Usually classified into broad categories. 

Those composed of strictly contact patterns (binary or two-valued vari

ables), those composed of slowly varying analog or continuous-valued 

variables (joint angles, etc.)., and those composed of pulse train bursts 

(EMG) during muscle activation. Contact patterns have been used since 

the late 18001s (Muybridge 1957) and some highly refined descriptions of 

locomotion based on them have been developed (Hildebrand 1965, 1966; 

McGhee 1967; Frank 1968; Frank and McGhee 1969; McGhee and Sun 1974), 

Descriptions based on other patterns are not so simple to deal with and 

have not been as well organized and refined. However, the need to de

velop such descriptions and relate them to contact patterns is great 

(Wetzel and Stuart 1976), While not yet developed to a satisfactory 

degree of precision the Philippson step cycle is one example of descrip

tions based on other patterns (Wetzel and Stuart 1976).

Descriptions involving contact patterns are based on the time a 

limb spends in the air and on the supporting surface and on the phase, 

relationships between these times for various limbs. The contact time 

itself is usually expressed in terms of duty factors for given legs.

A duty factor is defined as



where is the duty factor for leg i, t̂  is the time leg i spends on 

the supporting surface during a single stride, and r is the duration of 

that stride (Sun 1974). The phase relationships are usually expressed 

in terms of relative phase which is defined as

where cp is the relative phase of leg i, d . is the time interval with- 
ij iJ

in a given stride between the touch down of the reference leg, j, and 

the touch down of leg i, and t is again the duration.of that stride 

(Sun 1974).

Descriptions based on contact patterns form the basis for classi

fying gaits as symmetrical and asymmetrical and for subdividing these 

categories into particular types of gaits such as walks, trots, and 

gallops. The classification symmetric is based on the criteria that 

legs of a contralateral pair (e.g., right hind and left hind) have equal 

duty factors and the phase of one leg relative to the other is 50 per

cent (McGhee 1968). Such a pair is called a symmetrical pair. If the 

legs of an organism with 2k legs can be partitioned into k symmetrical 
pairs that organism is said to exhibit a symmetric gait. Closely re

lated to the criterion of symmetry is that of regularity. A gait is 

regular if the duty factors for all legs of an organism are equal (McGhee 

1968). Quadruped walks and trots are usually classified as regular, 

symmetric gaits. Hildebrand (1965) shows figures which indicate that 

such gaits in quadrupeds may be reasonably stationary in time although
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these figures were based on series of no more than three or four strides

for any one animal at any one time (personal communication with Pro

fessor J. V. Wait).

Asymmetrical gaits are, obviously, gaits which do not meet the 

above criteria. Gallops are usually classified as asymmetrical, and 

further may not be at all stationary in time with patterns which change 

from stride to stride (Wetzel and Stuart 1976).

Because of the criteria for symmetry and regularity, symmetri

cal (and regular symmetrical) gaits can be described with fewer vari

ables than can asymmetrical gaits. This results in descriptions that 

are relatively easy to produce and manipulate. This also probably 

accounts for the fact that regular symmetrical gaits have been studied 

more extensively than have asymmetrical gaits (Hildebrand 1965)♦

As stated above, descriptions based on contact measurements have 

become well defined. One such description is the gait diagram which 

displays the order in which each foot strikes the ground and the dura

tion of each contact interval (Hildebrand 1966, Sun 1974, Wait et al.1974, 

Wetzel and Stuart 1976). An example of such a diagram is shown in 

Figure 3,1 (page 15).

Another more refined description based on contact patterns is 

the gait formula. In its most general form, it is a point on a unit 

(2k-l) cube for an organism with k legs. It is given by

(2.3)
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where g is the gait formula or feature vector and and cp^ are as 

described in Equations 2,1 and 2.2, Note that in this context cp^ is 

zero since leg 1 is the reference leg. This feature vector has been 

used by McGhee (1967), Frank (1968), and Sun (1974) in studies of 

stability considerations and the problems of legged vehicle design and 

control (Frank and McGhee 1969, McGhee and Sun 1974). Because he limited 

his studies to regular, symmetric gaits, Hildebrand (1965, 1966) was able 

to use a reduced form of the feature vector (only one g and one cp) for 

the classification of large numbers of gaits for morphological studies.

An example of a plot of several gait formulas (reduced feature vectors) 

as used by Hildebrand appears in Figure. 4,18 (page 48),

Due to the simplicity of such descriptions and the view that 

additional information could be obtained from these descriptions if they 

were based on larger data bases this type of description has, until 

recently, been the principle one derived from data obtained in the cat 

locomotion studies ongoing at The University of Arizona. Although they 

were intended to be modified and are now, in fact, being modified to 

handle other types of data, both program GAIT and program ANALYZ were 

originally written to handle data for this type of description involving 

strictly contact patterns, and especially descriptions of regular sym

metric gaits.



CHAPTER 3

DATA SOURCE

Current research at The University of Arizona is being directed 

at increasing the general understanding of the neural mechanisms con

trolling locomotion. The most immediate goal is to develop an extensive 

data base describing normal cat locomotion to which future data can be 

compared and to develop techniques which will facilitate these compari

sons. The cat was chosen for this work because its neurophysiology has 

been studied extensively (Wetzel and Stuart 1976). Data is being col

lected by filming trained cats as they run on a treadmill. We also have 

a limited amount of data for cats running overground (Goslow, Reinking 

and Stuart 1973). At present we are dealing only with contact measure

ments and in some cases rudimentary data related to Philippsdn epochs. 

However, these films can be used later to obtain data on limb positions 

and joint angles. Equipment and techniques for recording and analyzing 

EMG and force data are also being developed.

The filming equipment consists of a LOCAM 16 mm motion picture 

camera running at 100 frames per second. The treadmill was built here 

at The University of Arizona. It provides an enclosed exercise area for 

the cats and allows continuous or fixed-step speed control. A tachome

ter calibrated in meters/second and a special timer display are set up 

within the field of the camera along with the subject exercise area

11
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so that each film frame contains time and velocity information. This 

information is included in the basic data for the analysis programs, and 

it is anticipated that the timing information will be used for correlat

ing film data with EMG and force data to be recorded on magnetic tape.

A more complete' description of the treadmill and its features can be 

found in Phillips, Wait and Wetzel (1976)*

Once the film has been processed it is inspected visually and 

details of the various events are written down for each frame. The 

specific data currently recorded are:

1. Sequentially assigned frame numbers from 1 to 9998.

2. Footfalls for each limb.

3. In selected runs, details of flexion and extension epochs for 

the Philippson cycle.

4. Frame time in seconds every 10th frame (to the nearest 0.01 

- second).

5. Treadmill velocity in meters/second every 10th frame.

These data are separated into groups representing particular filming 

sequences. A single sequence consists of data for one cat moving in a 

series of continuous strides at a constant speed. Each sequence is 

identified by a unique 8-digit sequence number. The format and basis 

for this number can be found in Appendix A. Other information such as 

animal weight in kilograms, left femur length in meters, and miscellane

ous information including short comments relevant to a particular film

ing sequence is also entered in the written record as header information 

for each sequence. These data are then punched into Hollerith (IBM)
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cards which are read into a 7-track, CDC formatted magnetic tape file 

as variable length subfiles each containing data associated with a par

ticular sequence number. Access to each subfile is through a tape 

directory which makes up the first subfile on the tape. This directory 

contains sequence numbers listed in the order in which the corresponding 

subfile appears on the tape. When searching for data for a particular 

sequence, the position of the sequence number in the directory is de

termined, the tape is rewound and then run forward until the number of 

subfiles skipped over equals the directory position of the desired 

sequence number. The tape will then be in position to read the desired 

data. The actual format for a typical subfile appears in Appendix A.

This magnetic tape serves as the primary source of raw data for the data 

reduction programs running on the GDC 6400 at the University of Arizona 

Computer Center.

Program GAIT

The initial data reduction is performed by a program titled GAIT, 

written in FORTRAN IV, The program user may select any one or more of 

several options such as the sequences to be analyzed, the foot to be used 

as the reference, the frame numbers to begin and end the search for 

stride and the line printer output, all specified through the FORTRAN 

NAMELIST feature. GAIT contains default values for these parameters to 

ease the user's job. The exact details of the specifications and the 

default values appear in Appendix A.

GAIT uses as input the tape file described above and produces 

output on a line printer or another tape. It deals separately with the
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data for each sequence. It first searches through the raw data marking 

stride boundaries based on the touchdowns of the reference foot and, if 

the line printer output is enabled, produces a gait diagram as shown in 

Figure 3.1. In this and subsequent displays a "1" indicates that the 

given foot is in contact with the supporting surface during the time 

interval represented by that particular frame. The gait diagram display 

allows data to be judged for appropriateness, gross periodicity, etc.

This display may also include marks indicating boundaries of the various 

Philippson epochs if the appropriate data were included in the raw data 

base.

Once each specified frame has been inspected GAIT prints the 

mean and standard deviation for:

1. VEL— forward velocity in meters/second.

2. PER— stride duration (period) in seconds.

3. DRH DRF, DLF, DLH— duty factors for each leg ((3p 3̂  an^

(3̂  respectively as described in Equation 2.1).

4. TLFLH, TRFRH, TRHLH— phase lags (cp̂ ,̂ <¥>21’ an<̂  ^14 respectively 
as described in Equation 2.2).

In addition to these values two displays of normalized strides are pro

duced. Each display is based on the mean values for all data in a given 

sequence normalized to a single stride 50 frames long. The first display 

(Figure 3.2) is the adjusted stride and indicates the percent of the 

total number of strides that each leg is down at a given frame time.

The second display (Figure 3.3) is the squared up stride in which the 

percent downtime for each frame is rounded off to 0 or 100 percent.
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Figure 3,1. Display of raw data produced by GAIT.
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UP-DOWN PATTERN SHIFTED 0 TIMES

RH RF LF LH

4 e,«,e»«W=K=,<»e»«0. 3FEET DOWN
5 <=.ea«=«»»»«=».«=,«»o 3FEET DOWN

7 «aH=w e »o.-»»»0■ =<*=c«====«,o 2FEET DOWN
8 o- ^===,»<=.=,c^,o 2FEET DOWN
9 cc.^co- «=H=a<=,oa»<=o 2FEET DOWN

10 a-— - 2 F E E T  DOWN
11 «»=̂.-,«b=,«»ea.«»0 2FEET DOWN
12 2FEET DOWN
13 —  2FEET DOWN
14 «,<=<=,a,-ao=x=,ao 2FEET DOWN
1 5  « = = = e ^ : >  2FEET DOWN
16 cwe»e,«aH=,<w^ o  — — o 2FEET DOWN
17 2FEET DOWN
19 «»e.o.«=4=.«.®«.«»ei •««=»»e»=a«s«=e»<i 3FEET DOWN

22 c*—  ̂ — — —— «̂ * •«»<=.«»»«=,o.*=»=»<i 3FEET DOWN

32 •««»«.o = . « . » , o 2FEET DOWN
33 — — r-o 2FEET DOWN
34 2FEET DOWN
35 €»e.e.eiH»ô,«»«. o — —  o 2FEET DOWN
36 q»cc»c»c=.ogc<=>o o 2FEET DOWN
37 <»«»m«sH=«»a»e,«»o ——— ——— <* ZFEET DOWN
38 — ~.<i 2FEET DOWN
39 «••-.•••.•=«•• o «=••■••— — "O 2FFET DOWN
40 «<»«■«•«»«»«»«»«•«»$ a«»«.«»«.— «,«,$ 2FEET DOWN
41 caen.g-.CDmn.̂ êiO c— ewe.ca—e.O 2FEET DOWN
42 — — —— <: 2FEET DOWN

48 .— o °̂ — — — » 2FEET DOWN
49 ^  ̂ 2FE6T DOWN
50 «»e.«»«M«i69.w«»«»o — —— 2FEET DOWN

PERCENT OF STRIDE SUPPORTED BY
0 FEET = 0
1 FOOT o 0
2 FEET o 5 0
3 FEET o 50
4 FEET o ©
3 OR 4 FEET ° 50

Figure 3.3, Squared up stride pattern.
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Two different methods were used to generate the averaged 

strides. The first method involves the determination of the total num

ber of frames from the beginning of the first complete stride to the end 

of the last complete stride (TF). Based on this and the number of 

strides found based on reference foot touchdowns (NS) a value for the 

mean number of frames per stride (ME) is calculated by:

The raw data for the complete stride is then divided into NS strides of 

ME frames each and the values (1 for foot contact and 0 for non-contact) 

for the corresponding frames in each stride are summed and divided by 

NS. These values are then used to generate a normalized stride 50 frames 

long for the displays. This method assumes an underlying stationary 

periodic pattern of locomotion with local random variations.

The second method involves the direct conversion of each raw 

stride as it is found into normalized strides of 50 frames each. The 

values used for the displayed strides are then simply the averaged values 

for the corresponding frames of each normalized stride. This method was 

implemented so that our data would be more closely related to those of 

Hildebrand (personal communication with Professor J, V. Wait). At 

present this method is the only one used by GAIT for data reduction.

A tape of summary data (hereafter referred to as the summary 

tape) for use in further data reduction operations may be generated. in 

this case GAIT produces a subfile for each sequence containing header
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information, numerical averages and standard deviations for the vari

ables listed above, and the data for the adjusted stride. These sub

files are variable in length due to the variable size of the header 

information.

From the foregoing, it is apparent that further data reduction 

is necessary to extract meaningful patterns and statistical trends. It 

could be proposed to do this data reduction entirely with presently 

available programs such as the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 

(SPSS), This solution is not without problems, though. First the out

put format of GAIT is not conveniently handled by programs such as SPSS. 

Secondly, it was desired to group various sequences in a somewhat arbi

trary manner to examine relationships between and within various parame

ters and then, perhaps, to regroup sequences based on these results.

Such groupings and regroupings could not be accomplished with the statist 

tical programs available and it was felt undesirable to do these group

ings by manually sorting data cards. Finally, the statistical packages 

locally available seemed to offer no really convenient and efficient 

method for generating simple X-Y plots.

In view of these problems, it was apparent that an extension to 

GAIT or an intermediate program acting as an interface between GAIT and 

other programs was needed. After a careful inspection of GAIT it was 

decided that it would be simpler and more efficient to develop a 

separate program instead of trying to patch more subroutines onto GAIT.



CHAPTER 4

PROGRAM ANALYZ

Overview

Since a program was being developed to select and reformat data 

it was felt desirable to have the program perform some"simple data re

duction functions to reduce the need for a two-step process of executing 

the intermediate program and then SPSS. It was proposed that the pro

gram should include means to conveniently:

1. Reformat data so that it could Conveniently be used as input 

to SPSS.

2. Search for, assemble, and manipulate groups of data for various 

sequences based on various numerical criteria.

3. Generate x-y plots of selected variables.

4. Generate x-y plots of selected variables with scale value order 

reversed (origin at upper right corner of graph) to facilitate 

comparisons with the gait formula plots of Hildebrand (1965,

1966).

5. Calculate simple statistics for. selected Variables.

6. Perform linear, bivariate regression analysis on selected 

variables.

20
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7. Transform selected variables to allow the investigation of

certain variable transformations (e.g., inverse or logarithmic) 

which might uncover interesting and useful regressions.

The program ANALYZ was developed for this purpose. This chapter provides 

an introduction to ANALYZ from a user's viewpoint. Programmers inter

ested in details of the software will find this information in Appendix 

D and in the source listing.

The flow of data through programs GAIT and ANALYZ is conceptual

ly diagrammed in Figure 4.1. GAIT deals with individual values for 

variables within sequences of strides while ANALYZ deals with summary 

data within selected groups of sequences. Once a group has been 

assembled based on the selected criteria it can be dealt with as a 

separate entity or reversibly concatenated with other groups for various 

analyses. This provides a convenient and flexible means of observing 

and comparing results based on several different criteria.

At present six analysis tasks can be performed on data within 

selected groups.

1. PATTERN produces a printed display of the adjusted stride pattern 

for a user specified sequence. It will also print the comments 

inserted with the raw data for that sequence at the user's 

option.

2. SEARCH is used to assemble data into groups and establishes 

user specified names for these groups.

3. LIST produces a list of values for the variables and groups 

specified by the user. At the user's option this list can be
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sent to a line printer or to a tape for use as input to SPSS. 

Also at the user’s option LIST can calculate basic statistics 

for each specified variable within each specified group. These 

statistics are range, mean, standard deviation and coefficient 

of variation.

4. PLOT produces a printed x-y plot of the values for any two user 

specified variables within a user specified set of groups. This 

plot can be contoured according to the values of a third user 

specified variable at the user’s option. Also at the user’s 

option, the direction of the x- and y-axes can be reversed to 

produce a plot of gait formulas as described by Hildebrand 

(1965, 1966).

5. TRANSFORM produces no external output. It calculates values 

according to a user specified expression for a specified vari

able for each sequence within a user specified set of groups. 

This is used for varying the relationship between certain 

variables which can be quantified by regressions of the trans

formed variable(s).

6. LINEAR REGRESSION produces a printed scattergram and numerical 

values for a bivariate linear regression of one user specified 

variable within any set of user specified groups. Further, at 

the user’s option, the scattergram can be contoured according 

to the values of a third variable as in PLOT.

ANALYZ functions is a simple interpreter which is operated by 

command strings. It reads each command string, interprets it, causes
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the appropriate analysis procedure to be executed using the specified 

data, then looks for the next command string. Program execution is 

halted when the word END is encountered as the first word in a command 

string, A command string is a series of words and numbers separated by 

blanks and/or other special characters which is terminated by a semi

colon, It is written in free-fieId format on an arbitrary number of 

input cards with the sole restriction that no card may contain parts of 

two or more command strings (i.e., no command string may end and another 

one begin on the same card). A command string consists of:

< initiator keyword > < argument string> ;

Each command string is printed on the output just ahead of any output 

produced by the task invoked by the initiator keyword. Examples of 

specific command strings can be found in Figures 4.2 through 4.21.

To enhance readibility or to explain certain features of par

ticular outputs comments may be inserted anywhere in a command string 

between the initiator keyword and the terminating semi-colon, A comment 

is initiated with the two symbols M/*,T and terminated with

Detailed Task Description 

As the details of each task are presented in the following para

graphs the command strings for each one will be defined in modified 

Backus-Naur Form (BNF). A complete collection of these definitions 

appears in Appendix C, The original BNF symbols (Pratt 1975) are used 

in this description.
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means "Is defined as,"

"|" means "or,"

"<...>" means the enclosed material is a syntactic unit or 

element.

Symbols written as digits or upper case letters without being enclosed . 

in the angle brackets are terminal symbols or symbols that appear in the 

command strings as they are actually written. Further, units appearing 

in brackets ([...]) are optional and may be omitted, and the ellipsis 

(...) following a syntactic unit indicates that that unit may be re

peated one or more times.

At present there are seven keywords which ANALYZ recognizes as 

command string initiators. They are:

1. PATTERN

2. SEARCH ■

3. LIST

4. PLOT

5. TRANSFORM

6. LINEAR REGRESSION

7. END

Tasks which are invoked by the keywords PATTERN and SEARCH may be exe

cuted at any point in the program. Tasks which are invoked by the 

keywords LIST, PLOT, TRANSFORM, and LINEAR REGRESSION may be executed at 

any point in the program provided they were preceded by at least one 

execution of SEARCH. END is not actually the name of an executable
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analysis task, but as explained earlier, causes program execution to be 

halted when it is encountered as a command string initiator.

The command string for PATTERN is the simplest. It is:

PATTERN [WITH COMMENTS] [OF | FOR] SEQUENCE NUMBER [=]

<number>;

This task finds the file on the input tape (the summary tape from GAIT) 

for the specified sequence number, reads the adjusted pattern data from 

it, and displays it on the line printer as shown in Figure 4.2. If 

WITH COMMENTS is included in the command string the comments inserted with 

the raw data for the specified sequence will also be printed as shown 

in Figure 4.3.

For the tasks described below the basic form of the argument . 

string is;

Coption flag> Cvaftable list> Cgroup list>

The option list consists of various keywords and noise words (words 

which are meaningless to the interpreter but which enhance the readi- 

bility of the string for users) which activate various subtasks. All 

words in the option list are separated by at least one blank. Depend

ing on the specific task the variable list can take several forms in the 

interest of enhanced readibility. The variable list will be introduced 

here and the variations will be described with the specific tasks to 

which they apply. Since the group list is quite similar to the basic 

form of the variable list it will be described here too. These lists 

are;



PATTERN FOR SEQUENCE NUMBER 1Q416241 }

THIS PATTERN IS BASED ON THE AVERAGE OF 12 STRIDES
LEFT FRONT LEFT HINDRIGHT FRONTRIGHT HIND

Figure 4.2, Example of PATTERN.



PATTERN WITH COMMENTS FOR SEQUENCE NUMBER 10416241 J

OCAT-INTI GA1T-WALK SEQUENCE 41 SESSION 41 TAKE 6 TIMER 8720-7270 
QTHE VELOCITY IS CONSTANT THROUGHOUT THIS RUN

THIS PATTERN IS BASED ON THE AVERAGE OF 12 STRIDES

RIGHT FRONT LEFT FRONT LEFT HIND

Figure 4.3. Example of PATTERN with option.
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Cvariable list>: := VARIABLE = <identifier>|
VARIABLES =  <identifier list>

<group GROUP == <identifier>|

GROUPS - <identifier list>

<identifier List>::= <identifier> [,<identifier>]...

An identifier is any string of alpha-numeric characters starting with an 

alphabetic character. It should be five or fewer characters long or 

at least unique in the first five characters. An identifier more than 

five characters long will be truncated on input and only the first five 

characters will appear in any subsequent output. All group identifiers 

are defined by the user by executing SEARCH'S, Variable identifiers

are defined in two ways. Primitive variable identifiers, which are part

of the ANALYZ source code, are:

1. VEL (average velocity).

2. PER (average stride period).

3. NSTRD (number of strides upon which the averages for a given 

sequence are based),

4. DRH right hind

5. DRF right fore
(average duty factor for: leg).

.6. DLF left fore

7. DLH left hind

8. TLFLH LF lags LH

9. TRFRH (average percent of the stride that RF lags RH)

10. TRHLH RH lags LH
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Other variable identifiers can be defined by the user by executing 

TRANSFORM’s.

The command string for SEARCH is the most complicated and far 

removed from the basic forms. It is:

SEARCH <parameter specification> [<option flag>„] <group list>;

where

<parameter specification>::= <primitive parameter specification> 

[<conditional expre.ss:ion>] |<conditional expression>

<primitive parameter specification>::= SEQUENCE NUMBER|

CAT =-<number> | CATEGORY = <numbe r> | MOTION = <number> 

Cconditional expression>:<variable identifier>.^relational

operator>,<number>[.<Boolean operator>,<variable identifier> 

,<relational operators<number>]

<relational operator>: G.t |l t [EQ |NE |GE jLE

<Boolean operator>::= ANDjOR

The noise words WITH, BY, and AND may be inserted anywhere to enhance 

readibility, The group list may contain only one group identifier.

Parameter specifications allow the assembly of groups containing 

data for one or more particular cats, categories, types of motion* or 

set of explicitly listed sequence numbers (see Figures 4.4 through 

4,9). When SEQUENCE NUMBER is used in the parameter specification a 

list of the desired sequence numbers appears immediately after the last 

card of the command string. This list consists of one or more cards 

containing one sequence number each (starting in column 1) and a termi
nating card containing the word END beginning in column 9 (Figure 4.6).



SEARCH WITH CAT >  12 GROUP = SHOW I

Figure 4.4. Example of SEARCH by cat identifier.



LIST VARIABLES ° PERpTLFLHnOLH#VEL GROUP » SHOW 
/* PER IS AVERAGE STRIDE PERIOD IN SECONDS.TLFLH IS THE AVERAGE PERCENT OF THE STRIDE THAT 

THE LEFT FORE LEG LAGS THE LEFT HIND.
DLH IS AVERAGE DUTY FACTOR FOR THE LEFT HIND LFGo 
VEL IS AVERAGE VELOCITY IN METERS / SECOND. */ $

LISTING OF SHOW 
'11 SEQUENCE NUMBERS
SEC. NO. PER TLFLH DLH VEL
10 A2 2121: .94400 20.00000 .67400 .50000
10423121 .64 3 00 10.00000 .64000 .80000
10 434121 .42300 0.00000 .5 7000 1.40000
10439122 .32300 26.00000 .54400 2.30000
10432121 .51400 94.00000 .62 800 .90000
10437122 .33900 18.00000 .54900 1.90000
10436121 .36100 10.00000 .54300 1=80000
10439122 .31900 18.00000 .54200 2.10000
10433121 .48 300 96.00000 .60700 1.10000
10205122 .37100 38.00000 .45200 2.40000
10435121 .38800 0.00000 =57300 1.50000

Figure 4.5. Example of LIST using a group identifier.



SEARCH BY SEQUENCE NUMBER GROUP ° SHOW 5

SEQUENCE NUMBERS TO BE INSERTED: 
102 81202 102832OX

Figure 4.6. Example of SEARCH by sequence number.
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LIST VARIABLES ° PtRpTLFLH;O L H t VtL GROUP ° SHOW 
/* PER IS AVERAGE STRIDE PERIOD IN SECONDS.

TLFLH IS THE AVERAGE PERCENT OF THE STRIDE THAT 
THE LEFT FORE LEG LAGS THE LEFT HIND. .

DLH IS AVERAGE DUTY FACTOR FOR THE LEFT HIND LEG. 
VEL IS AVERAGE VELOCITY IN METERS / SECOND. »/ !

LISTING OF SHOW 
13 SEQUENCE NUMBERS

SEQ. NO. PER TLFLH DLH VEL
10422121 .94 4 00 20.00000 .67400 .50000
10423121 .64 800 10.00000 ,66 000 .80000
10434121 .42800 0,00000 ,57000 1.40000
10439122 .32300 26,00000 ,54400 2.30000
1043 2121 .51400 94,00000 .62800 .90000
10437122 .33 900 18,00000 , .54900 1.90000
10436121 .36100 10.00000 .54300 1.80000
10438122 031900 18.00000 .54200 2.10000
10433121 o43200 96,00003 .60700 1.10000
10205122 .37100 38.00000 ,45200 2.40000
10435121 .33800 0.00000 =57300 1,50000
10281202 .42600 44.00000 .51500 1,50000
10283201 .68200 6,00000 ,64200 ,80000

.7. Example of LIST using a group assembled by cat identifier 
and sequence number.



SEARCH WITH MOTION ° 1 GROUP ° WALK t

Figure 4.8. Example of SEARCH by motion identifier.
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LIST VARIABLES = PERj.TLFLH»OLH»VEL GROUP * WALK 
/* PER IS AVERAGE STRIDE PERIOD IN SECONDS.TLfLH IS THE AVERAGE PER C E N T  OF THE STRIDE THAT THE LEFT FORE LEG LAGS THE LEFT HIND,

OLH IS AVERAGE DUTY FACTOR FOR THE LEFT HIND LEG, 
VEL IS AVERAGE VELOCITY IN METERS / SECOND. */' i

LISTING OF WALK 
33 SEQUENCE NUMBERS

SEO, NO. PER TLFLH DLH VEL
10266201 ,644 00 8,00000 .63 800 1.00000
102832.01 ,68 200 6.00000 ,64 200 ,80000
10422121 .94400 20.00000 .67400 ,5 0000
10284201 ,71600 2.00000 .67400 .51400
10291211 . 61700 • 16.00000 .64000 .80000
10423121 . 64800 10.00000 • .66000 .80000
10434121 ,42 800 .0,00000 ,5 7000 .1,40000
10432121 ,51400 94,00000 ,62800 .90000
10353241 ,57600 8.00000 ,66000 ,80000
10311231 .70100 10.00000 .67400 ,69200
10335141 .44100 18.00000 .59500 1.35000
10386:211 ,66800 98,00000 ,65800. .60000
10342211 .39000 26.00000 ,53800 1.50000
10331141 ,43100 26.00000 ,5 8200 1.30000
10436121 ,36100 10.00000 ,54300 1,80000
10334141 ,94 700 14.00000 .76100 .50000
10383211 ,44500 6.00000 ,63100 1.00000
10333141 .71100 10.00000 ,69 500 ,70000
10354241 .40000 14,00000 ,57500 1.40000
10 433121 .483 00 96.00000 ,60700 1.10000
10413241 ,47900 12.00000 .63100 1.00000
2036?241 .45000 14,00000 .64900 1. 10000
10521141 ,37200 34.00000 .47900 1.75000
10402211 ,45100 10.00000 ,60900 1.10000
10524141 ,39 7.00 28.00000 .53700 1.50000
10294141 .548 00 12,00000 • .59400 1.20000
10416241 .68 400 2.00OOQ ,71700 .60000
10435121 ,388 00 0,00000 .57300 1.50000
10332141 ,59900 10.00000 ,63500 ,91800
10265201 .54300 14,00000 .58200 1,24000
10545261 ,78000 20,00000 ,69200 ,40000
10541261 o61400 42,00000 ,53900 1.20000
10551261 ,61000 46,00000 .50700 1,30000

Figure 4.9. Example of LIST using a group assembled by motion identi
fier.



The power of SEARCH can be extended by including a conditional• 

expression in the parameter specification. This results in group 

assembly based on the criteria that one or two variables are greater 

or less than certain values or that one variable lies within a range of 

values. This provides a method for assemblying groups based on the 

above criteria without the tedium of explicitly listing each desired 

sequence number after a tedious eyeball search of the entire data file 

listing (see Figures 4.10, 4,11, and 4.12),

SEARCH can be used to assemble groups based on more criteria 

than can be included in one command string by concatenating the results 

of several SEARCHs. This is done by specifying the same group identi

fier in more than one SEARCH (see Figures 4.4 and 4.6).

. The option flag can be used to add even more power to the task 

■provided SEQUENCE NUMBER is not used in the parameter specification.

The option flag is set by inserting the words WITH EXCLUSION, If this 

is done a list of unwanted sequence numbers is placed after the last 

card of the command string. The format for this list is the same as the 

search-by-sequence-number list. This option is useful because some 

groups, no matter how well defined by the parameter specifications, may 

still contain sequences with invalid or unwanted data due to mistakes 

in film interpretation or keypunching. It provides a method for exclud

ing these sequences from large groups without the tedium of explicitly 

listing each "valid” sequence number (see Figure 4.12). The reason for 

including this feature is the extreme inconvenience of editing tape files 

in the CDC 6400 operating environment.
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SEARCH WITH MOTION u 1 AND TiFLH«GT,5,0 GROUP ■= WALK1 5
10284201 WAS NOT INSERTED DUE TO THE CONDITIONS SPECIFIED
10434121 WAS NOT INSERTED DUE TO THE CONDITIONS SPECIFIED
10416241 WAS NOT INSERTED DUE TO THE CONDITIONS SPECIFIED
10435121 WAS NOT INSERTED DUE TO THE CONDITIONS SPECIFIED

Figure 4.10. Example of SEARCH by motion identifier and conditional
expression.
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LIST VARIABLES ° PER>TLFLH>OLH»VEL GROUP ° UALKl 
PER IS AVERAGE STRIDE PERIOD IN SECONDS.
TLFLH IS THE AVERAGE PERCENT OP THE STRIDE THAT 

THE LEFT FORE LEG LAGS THE LEFT HIND.
DLH IS AVERAGE DUTY FACTOR FOR THE LEFT HIND LEG. 
VEL IS AVERAGE VELOCITY IN METERS / SECOND. »/ $

LISTING OF UALKl 
29 SEQUENCE NUMBERS

SEO. NO. PER TLFLH DLH VEL
10266201 o64400 . 8,00000 ,63800 i.00000
10283201 .68200 6.00000 .64200 ,80000
10422121 .94 400 20.00000 .67400 ,50000
10291211 .61700 16.00000 .64000 .80000
10423121 .648 00 10.00000 .66000 .80000
10432121 .51400 94,00000 .62800 .90000
10353241 .57600 8.00000 ,66000 ,80000
10311231 .70100 10,00000 .6 7400 ,69200
1033 5141 .44100 18.00000 ,59500 1,3 5000
1038 6211 .66800 98,00000 ,65800 ,60000
1034 2211 .39000 26.00000 .53 800 1.50000
10331141 .43100 26,00000 ,58 200 1.30000
10436121 .36100 10,00000 ,54300 1.80000
10334141 .94 700 14,00000 ,76100 ,60000
10383211 .44500 6,00000 ,63100 ■ 1.00000
10333141 ,71100 10.00000 ,69500 ,70000
10 354241 .40000 14.00000 ,57500 1.40000
10 43 3121 .48 3 0 0 96.00000 .60700 1.10000
10413241 ,47900 •12.00000 .63100 1,00000
10367241 .45000 14,00000 .64900 1.10000
10521141 ,37200 34.00000 .47900 1.75000
10402211 .45100 10.00000 .60900 1.10000
10524141 ,39700 2 8.00000 ,53700 1,50000
10294141 .54800 12.00000 .59400 1.20000
10332141 .59900 10.00000 .63500 .91800
10265201 ,543 00 14,00000 .58200 1.24000
10545261 .78000 20.00000 ,69200 .40000
10541261 .41400 42.00000 ,53900 1,20000
10551261 .41000 46.00000 ,50700 1,30000

Figure 4.11. Example of LIST using a group assembled by motion
identifier and conditioned expression.
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Figure

SEARCH WITH MOTION = 1 WITH EXCLUSION GROUP = WALK2 8

SEQUENCE NUMBERS TO BE EXCLUDED 
10266201 
1028 3 201 
10291211 
10434121

4.12. Example of SEARCH by motion identifier with exclusion 
option.
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LIST takes the basic form of the argument string as described 

earlier with:

<option list>::= [ON mPE]|[WITH STATISTICS]

If ON TAPE is not used, the listing is written on the line printer 

(see Figures 4.5, 4.7, 4.9, 4,11, and 4.13). If the tape flag is set 

the listing is written to a special tape with the same format as the 

printed listing (18, 2X, 7F10.5). This tape can be set up as a perma

nent file or routed to the card punch at the end of an ANALYZ run.

The control cards needed to perform this task are shown in Appendix B. 

The punched cards or the permanent file can then be used as input to 

SPSS. Since SPSS requires the user to explicitly state the number of 

cases to be read (Nie et al. 1975) the number of sequences in a listing 

is written to the line printer to aid the user in making up the cards 

for an SPSS run.

WITH STATISTICS can be used if the listing is not sent to: tape. 

It causes the calculation and printing of the range, mean, standard 

deviation and coefficient of variation for each variable appearing in 

the variable list. Further a separate set of statistics will be calcu

lated for each group appearing in the group list (see Figures 4.14 

and 4.15).

PLOT also takes the basic form of the argument string. The 

option flag is:

<option flag>:WITH REVERSED SCALES PLOT produces an automati

cally scaled x-y plot of the first two variables appearing in the vari

able list. The first variable in the list is assumed to be the
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LIST VARIABLES: ° PEfts TlFLHpQLHp VEI GROUP; ° HALK2 
/* PER IS AVERAGE STRIDE PERIOD. IN SECONDS.

TLFIH IS THE AVERAGE PERCENT OF THE STRIDE THAT 
THE LEFT FORE LEG LAGS THE LEFT HIND.

DIM IS AVERAGE DUTY FACTOR FOR THE LEFT HIND LEG. 
VEL IS AVERAGE VELOCITY IN METERS / SECOND, <■/ ,1

LISTING OF WALK2 
29 SEQUENCE NUMBERS

SEQe N.Qo PER TLFLH OLH VEL
10422121 094400 20.00000 .67400 .50000
10284201 o71600 2 . 00000 .67400 .51400
10423121 *64800 10.00000 ,66000 ,80000
10432121 ,51400 94.00000 .62800 .90000
10353241 a 57600 8.00000 .66000 ,30000
10311231 o 70100 10,00000 ,6 7400. .69200
10335141 o 44100 18.00000 .59500 1.35000
10386211 o66800 98.00000 ,65800 ,60000
10 342211 o39000 26.00000 .53800 . 1,50000
10331141 o 43100 26,00000 ,58200 1,30000
10436121 o36100 10.00000 ,54300 1,80000
10334141 o94700 14.00000 .76100 .60000
10383211 o44500 6.00000 .63100 1.00000
10333141 o71100 10.00000 .69500 .70000
10354241 040000 14.00000 ,57500 1,40000
10 433121 648 3d0 96,00000 .60700 1,10000
10413241 o 47 9 00 12.00000 ,63100 1.00000
10367241 o45000 14.00000 .64900 1.10000
10521141 O37200 34.00000 ,47900 1,75000
10 402211 ©45100 10.00000 ,60900 1,10000
10524141 ©39 700 28.00000 ,53700 1.50000
10294141 © 548 00 12.00000 .5 9400 1.20000
104,16241 ,68400 2.00000 .71700 ,60000
10435121 ,388 00 0.00000 ,57300 1,50000
10332141 ,59900 10,00000 ,63500 ,91800
10265201 ,54300 14,00000 ,58200 1,24000
10545261 ,78000 20,00000 ,69200 ,40000
10541261 ,41400 42.00000 ,53900 1,20000
10551261 ,41000 46=00000 »50700 1,30000

Figure 4.13. Example of LIST using a group assembled by motion
identifier with exclusion option.
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LIST WITH STATISTICS VARIABLES = VEL,PER,0LH>TLFLH GROUPS ° WALK
'/<! VEL IS AVERAGE VELOCITY IN METERS /SECOND 0

PER IS AVERAGE STRIDE PERIOD IN SECONDS.
DIM IS AVERAGE DUTY FACTOR FOR THE LEFT HIND LEG.
TLFLH IS THE AVERAGE PERCENT OF THE STRIDE THAT

THE LEFT FORE LEG LAGS THE LEFT HIND, */. 8

LISTING OF WALK -
.33 SEQUENCE NUMBERS
SEOo NO. VEL PER 01H TLFLH
10 266201 1,00000 . ,64400 ,63 800 3,00000
10283201 .80000 .68 200 =64 200 6,00000
10422121 ,50000 ,9 44 00 ,67400 20,00000
10284201 ,51400 ,71600 ,67400 2.00000
10291211 ,80000 ,61700 ,64000 16,00000
10423121 ,80000 ,648 00 ,66000 10,00000
10434121 1,40000 .42800 .57000 0.00000
10 432121 ,90000 .51400 ,62800 94.00000
10 353 241 .,80000 ,5 7600 =66000 8.00000
10311231 .69200 ,70100 ,67400 10,00000
10335141 1.35000 ,44100 .59500 1.8,00000
10356211 ,60.000 .66800 .65800 98,00000
10342211 1=50000 ,39000 . ,53800 26=00000
10331141 1.30000 ,4 3100 =5 8200 26.00000
10436121 1,80000 ,36100 ,54300 10.00000
10334141 .60000 ,94700 ,76100 14.00000
10 383211 1.00000 =44500 .63100 6.00000
1.0333141 '.70000 .71100 ,69500 10,00000
10354241 1.40000 .40000 =57500 14,00000
10433121 1,10000 .48 300 ,60 700 96,00000
10413241 1.00000 ,47900 =63100 12,00000
10367241 1.10000 - .4 5000 .64900 14,0000010521141 1.75000 ,37200 ,47900 34.00000

. 10402211 1,10000 ,45100 .60900 10.00000
10524141 1.50000 ,39700 ,53700 28,00000
10294141 1.20000 ,5.4800 .59400 12.00000
10416241 ,60000 ,68400 ,71700 2,00000
1043 5121 1,50000 ,38800 =57300 0,00000
10332141 ,91800 ,59900 =63500 10,00000
10265201 1=24000 ,5 4300 ,58200 14=00000
10545261 .40000 ,78000 .69200 20.00000
10541261 1=20000 . .41400 . 5 39 00 42,00000
10551261: 1,30000 ,41000 ,50700 46=00000

RANGE
MIN =40000 ,36100 ,47900 0,00000
MA8 1=80000 .94700 .76100 98=00000

MEAN 1=04133 ,55339 ,61785 22.30303
STD DEV .36971 =15 839 ,06272 26.02461
COEF
OF VAR. 35=50380 28,62230 10,15146 116.68643

Figure 4.14. Example of LIST with statistics option using a .group
assembled by motion identifier and conditional expression.



LISTING OF TROT
-

27 SEQUENCE NUMBERS
SEQo NOo VEL PER OLH t i f l h
10281202 1 o 50000 .42600 ,51500 44.00000
10264202 1.40000 .42900 .57200 40.00000
10254202 2.40000 =38600 ,45700 46,00000
10252202 ,2.60000 .38400 .41000 50.00000
10 439122 2.30000 .32300 .54400 26.00000
10237202 2.20000 ,40900 ,45700 52.00000
10256202 2.00000 .40300 .43100 48,00000
10292142 2.20000 .34500 .41900 44.00000
1025 7202 1.80000 .40500 .48 500 42.00000
10405 21.2 2.30000 .32800 .42800 50.00000
10437122 1.90000 .33 900 ,54900 18,00000
10 423242 2.10000 .34300 ,42900 42.00000
10414242 2.00000 .35100 .45 000 42.00000
10385212 2.20000 . .33100 .46000 ’ 44.00000
10438122 2.10000 ' .31900 .54200 18.00000
10363242 1.60000 .57300 ,52400 28,00000
10205122 ■ 2.40000 »37100 .45200 38 ,00000
10291142 2.50000 . .32900 ,38300 40.00000
10314212 2.70000 .32100 ,37600 .48.00000
10348212 1.75000 .37500 ,54000 28,00000
10344212 2.55000 ,30100 .44600 36,00000
10415242 1.80000 =37200 ,44 500 44,00000
10313212 2.00000 .37700 .45 400 44,00000
10382212 1.30000 ,39700 ,58100 14,00000
10546262 1.50000 .38100 ,48800 4a,.oo'ooo
10547262 1.70000 ,36000 ,44400 48.00000
10544262 2.10000 =31400 ,42700 50,00000

RANGE
MIN 1.30000 .30100 .37600 14,00000
MAX 2.70000 .42900 ,58100 52,00000.

MEAN 2.03333 .36267 ,47067 39,70370
ST0 DEV .38104 ,03576 ,05641 10,69441
COEF 
OF VARo 18.73973 9.85908 11.98409 26.93554

Figure 4.15. Example of LIST with statistics option using a group
assembled by motion identifier.
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y variable. If more than one group identifier appears in the group list 

the values for each group will be plotted with different symbols (see 

Figure 4,16). If a third variable identifier is included in the vari

able list, it will be considered the z variable and the plot of the 

first two variables will be contoured according to ten subranges of the 

z variable. In this case the different groups will not be identified 

while the subranges will be identified by different plot symbols (see 

Figure 4.17). If only two variables are used the variable list may be 

modified to:

Cvariable list>: : = <variable identifier> VS.

Cvariable identifier> 

for enhanced readibility.

If the option flag is set with WITH REVERSED DIRECTION an x-y 

plot will be produced with the maximum values for both axes appearing 

at the lower left-hand corner of the graph (see Figure 4.18). This was 

included to provide a method for generating gait formula plots for con

venient comparison with the data presented by Hildebrand (1965, 1966). 

Such plots can also be contoured by placing a third variable identifier 

in the variable list,

TRANSFORM is used to define new variables or to redefine old 

(previously defined either by the source code or by the user) variables. 

The argument string includes no option flags, a modified variable list, 

and a basic group list. The variable list takes the form of an equa

tion with no more than one arithmetic operator. Any variable identifier 

may appear on the left side of the replacement sign, but only old
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PLOT VARIABLES • OLH,V5L S»OU®S • WALK,TROT
/• OlH IS AVERAGE OUTT FACTOR FOR THE LfFT HINO LEG, 

VEL IS AVERAGE VELOCITY IN METERS / SECCHO. */ I
OLH1.000

.900

,700

.600

.500

i 600

A

A
A

AA A
A A A

AA A
A

3 A
A B B3
8 3

AB 8 38 8
88 8 8 8
8 8 3

.300

.200

.100

0.000 .300 .600 .900 1.200 1.500 1.800 2.100 2.400 2.700 3.000
VEL

THE GROUPS ARE REPRESENTED 3Y THE MARKS AS FOLLOWS
WALK BY A 
TROT BY 3

Figure 4.16. Example of PLOT using two groups and basic variable list.
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PLOT VARIABLES • OLrt,VEL#»ER GROUPS - WALK.TROT
/* 01H IS AVERAGE CUTr FACTOR FOR THE LEFT HINO LEG,

VEL IS AVERAGE VFLOCITT IN METERS / SECOND.
PER IS AVERAGE STRIDE PERIOD IN SECONDS. */ J

DLH1.000

,900

> 300

, 700

,600

, 500

.400

G
KG GP E C

OE C
C

DO 8 C8 H
8a 8

3 88
A 8 8

8 A

.300

.200

.100

0.000 .300 .600 .900 1.200 1.500 1.300 2.100 2.400 2.700
THE RANGES OF PER ARE REPRESENTED SY THE MARKS AS FOLLOWS

.301 TO .366 3 Y A

.366 TO .430 BY 3

.430 TO .495 8 Y C

.495 TO .559 3 Y 0

.559 TO .624 BY E.624 TO .639 8 Y F

.669 TO .753 3Y 5

.753 TO .818 BY H

.818 TO .882 BY I.882 TO .947 BY K

Figure 4.17. Example of PLOT with graph contoured by a third variable.
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PLOT WITH REVERSED DIRECTION VARIABLES • U F L H . O L H  GROUPS • WALK,TROT 
/• PLOT OF GAIT FORMULAS.

TLFLH IS THE AVERAGE PERCENT OF THE STRIDE THAT 
THE LEFT FORE LEG LAGS THE LEFT HIND.

DIM IS AVERAGE DUTY FACTOR FOR THE LEFT HINO LEG. */ 1
TLFLH0.000

10.0C3

20.000

30.000

40.000

50.000

AA 
A A 

A A A  A 
A

A
A

A A

BA

BA
S3

8
B B 

BBS 98 88 
3 38

60.000

70.000

60.000

90.000

.400 .300 .200 .100 0.000 
OLH

THE GROUPS ARE REPRESENTED BY THE MARKS AS FOLLOWS

WALK BY A 
TROT BY 8

Figure 4.18. Example of PLOT with reversed direction option using two 
groups and basic variable list.
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(previously defined either by the source code or by the user) variables. 

The argument string includes no option flags, a modified variable list, 

and a basic group list. The variable list takes the form of an equation 

with no more than one arithmetic operator. Any variable identifier may 

appear on the left side of the replacement sign, but only old variable 

identifiers or numeric constants may appear on the right side of the 

replacement sign (see figure 4.,19). Constants may be written as any 

real or integer decimal number, but they will be converted to real deci

mal numbers for the actual computation. At present ANALYZ recognizes 

the following arithmetic operators:

2 . -
3. *

4. /

5. ** (exponentiation)

6. LOG(X) (log10(x))
7. LN(X) (loge(x))

8. EXP(X) (eX)

LINEAR REGRESSION also takes an argument string without option 

flags but including the basic variable list and group list. The vari

able list may include two or three variable identifiers as described for 

PLOT or a modified variable list for enhanced readibility. The modified 

list is:

<variable list>::= OF Cvariable identifier> ON <variable identifier>



TRANSFORM DOWN ° PER * DLH GROUPS ° WALKpTROT
/» DOWN IS THE ABSOLUTE OOtiH TIME IN SECONDS FOR THE LEFT HIND LEG,

PER IS AVERAGE STRIDE PERIOD IN SECONDS,
DLH IS AVERAGE DUTY FACTOR FOR THE LEFT HIND LEG. */ 8

Figure 4.19. Example of TRANSFOEM.
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The first variable is considered the dependent variable while the second 

variable is considered the independent variable, and, if it is included, 

the third variable is considered the z variable. The z variable is 

used to contour the scattergram as it was in PLOT, but it has no influ

ence on the regression (see Figures 4.20 and 4.21).

An extensive, but not absolutely fool-?proof, error check is made 

on each command string as it is read in. An error results in the print

ing of a reasonably non^cryptic error message, and, where appropriate, 

the section of the command string causing the error is marked (see 

Figure 4.22). Most errors are considered fatal and result in program 

termination. This termination appears to be normal to the CDC 6400 

operating system so any special disposal of output generated up until 

the error was discovered will take place with no special error recovery 

instructions needed. No error checking is performed beyond the first 

fatal error.
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LINEAR REGRESSION OF OLH ON VEL GROUPS • WALK,TROT
/♦ OLH IS AVERAGE CUTY FACTOR FOR THF. LEFT HINO LEG, 

VEL IS AVERAGE VELOCITY IN PETERS / SECOND. •/ ;
OLH1.000

,900

,800

,700

,600

.500

,400

,300

A
A

A ♦ A
AA A

AA a A
8 A

A 8 8 
8

8
8

A 88 8 8 8 ♦ 8 8 
8 8 8a a

8

.200

.100

0.000 — —— +—— ——— —— — — ———
0.000 .300 .600 .900 1.200

THE GROUPS ARE REPRESENTED 9Y THE MARKS AS FOLLOWS

WALK 8Y A 
TROT BY 8
***** USE TO PLOT THE REGRESSION LINF *****

VALUE SIGN I F ICANCE STANDARD
l e v e l ERROR

A (INTERCEPT) .76198 < .00900 .01031
8 (SLOPE) -.14140 < .00900 .00755
R (CORRELATION) -.92639 < .00900 .04944
R SQUARED .85820
STO. ERR. OF EST. .03601

1.500 1.300 2.100 2.400 2.700 3.000
VEL

CONFIDENCE LIMITS 
(95 PERCENT LEVEL) 

HIGH LOW
.78263 .74133

-.12629 -.15651
-.82738 -1.02540

Figure 4.20. Example of LINEAR REGRESSION.
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LINEAR REGRESSION VARIABLES • D O W N ,VEL»RER GROUPS • WALK,TROT 
/♦ DOWN IS THE ABSOLUTE DOWN TIME IN SECONDS FOR THE 

LEFT HIND LEG.
VfL IS AVERAGE VELOCITY IN METERS Z SECOND.
PER IS AVERAGE STRIDE PERIOD IN SECONDS. */ i

DOWN
1.000 $

.900

.800

,700

,600

,500

,400

,300

,200

,100

B888

0.000 .300
THE RANGES OF PEP

2.400 2.700
ARE REPRESENTED 3Y THE MARKS AS FOLLOWS

3.000
VEL

.301 TO .366 BY A

.366 TO .430 BY 3

.430 TO .495 BY C

.495 TO .559 BY 0

.559 TO .624 BY E

.624 TO .689 BY F

.689 TO .753 BY G

.753 TO .818 BY H

.818 TO .882 BY I

.882 TO .947 BY K
USE

A < INTERCEPT)
8 (SLOPE)
R (CORRELATION!
R SQUARED
STD. ERR. OF EST,

TO PLOT 
VALUE

.54885
18767

-.86717
.75198
.06752

THE REGRESSION LINE***** 
SIGNIFICANCE STANDARD

LEVEL
.00900
.00900
.00900

ERROR
.01934
.01415
.06539

CONFIDENCE LIMITS 
(95 PERCENT LEVEL > 

HIGH LOW
.58757 .5 1013

-.15933 -.21600
-.73623 -.99811

Figure 4.21. Example of LINEAR REGRESSION with scattergram con
toured by values of a third variable.



PLOT 006 VSo VEL GROUP « SHOW i

9000* FATAL ERRDRo 006 MOT YET DEFINED.

Figure 4.22. Example of an error message.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

While it is not within the scope of this paper (nor the work it 

describes) to draw conclusions concerning major kinematic issues, it is 

interesting to note some comparisons which ANALYZ facilitates. After 

debugging it was decided to use ANALYZ to check the assertion that walks 

and trots are symmetric gaits while gallops are asymmetric gaits. To do 

this the relationships between six variables and the value of a seventh 

were checked. The relationships used are:

EEL 1 = DLH/DLF (P4/P3>

EEL 2 = DRH/DEF (Pj/Pg)

EEL 3 = DRH/DLH (P^P^

EEL 4 = TRFRH/TLFLH ( q ^ / ^ )

A regular gait (duty factors of all legs equal) is indicated by the 

following conditions:

EEL 1 = 1.0 (Cl)

REL 2 =1.0 (C2)

EEL 3 = 1.0 (C3)

55
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The hind legs constitute a symmetric pair (duty factors of the two legs 

equal and the phase lag of one leg relative to the other equal to 50 

percent) if C3 is met and 

TRHLH = 50% (C4)

If the hind legs can be classified as a symmetric pair, the fore legs 

constitute a symmetric pair if Cl and C2 are met and 

EEL 4 =1.0 (05)

If all five criteria are met by the values for a particular gait then 

that gait, can be classified as a regular, symmetric gait.

With these criteria in mind the data currently available in the 

summary file was grouped according to the nominal gait type (walk, trot, 

or gallop) assigned to each sequence by the neuropsycholegist who in-, 

spected the original film records. The nominal walks were further sub

divided into walks and paces according to the criteria published by 

Hildebrand (1965), i.e., 0.0 < TLFLH < 7.0% or 93.0% < TLFLH < 100.0% 

is a pace. The values for each relationship was found for each sequence 

in each group, and then these values along with the values for TRHLH 

were listed and statistics calculated for each group (Tables 5.1, 5.2, 

5.3, and 5.4).

Note that the mean values for the first three relationships in 

all four groups are approximately 1,0 and the coefficients of variation 

are all 10 percent or less. This indicates that all gaits in the current 

data base are relatively regular. Further for the first three groups, 

the mean value for REL 4 is approximately 1.0 and the mean value for 

TRHLH is approximately 50 percent. Although some individual sequences
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Table 5.1. Symmetric condition values for sequences classified as 
walks.

LIST WITH STATISTICS VARIABLES = HEL1,REL2,EEL3,REL4,TRHLH 
GROUPS = ALL ;

LISTING OF WALK 
24 SEQUENCE NUMBERS

SSQo NO. 
102 6 6201 
10422121 
10291211 
10423121 
10353241 
10311231 
10335.141 
10342211 
10331141 
10436121 
10334141 
10333141 
10354241 
10 413241 
10367241 
10521141 
10402211 
10524141 
10294141 
10332141 
10265201 
10545261 
10541261 
10 551261

1

1

1

1

RE LI 
.9 5366 
.9 2077 
.93979 
.9 4151 
.0 3286 
.97258 
.97222 
.97464 
.93720 
=86741 
.00528 
.9 9856 
,10790 
.99214 
.03344 
.89199 
.94565 
.9 2586 
.95040 
.97692 
.8 8991 
0 0581 
0 3 854 
0 3469

1

SSL 2 
.913 30 
.94913 
.97932 
.89886 
.07538 
.99441 
.94640 
.97963 
.91611 
.89689 

1 .11006 
.98057 

1.06554 
1.01613 
.98852 
.84865 
.93114 
.860 00 
.88421 
.92779 
.860 28 
.9718*7 
.95370 
.95556

1

REL3
.95768
.05193
.03 59 4
.95606
.05909
.05490
.94958
.98327
.93814
.00921
.92773
.94388
.98957
.99842
.9 2912
.98330
.97701
.96089
.98 990
.93071
.94158
.99855
.95547
.93294

. EEL 4 
1 .2500 0 
.80000 

1 . 12500 
,60000 
50000 
40000 
00000 
07692 
07 692' 
00000 
71429 
80000 
00000 
16667 
00000 
94118 
00000 
00000 
16667 
80000 
00000 
9000 C 
04762 
04348

TRHLH
50.00000
48.00000 

00000 
,00000 
,00000 
,00000

43, 
52,
44, 
46 ,

50.00000
50,
50,
50,
46,
50,
48.
48,
52,
50,
50,
50,
46.
50,
50,
50,

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
ooooc

50.00000
52.00000

RANGEcm
MAX

MEAN 
STD DEV 
COEF 
OF VAR,

.86741 
1.10790 
.97124 
.0 5564

.84365 
1.11006 
.95431 
.06 751

.92773 
1.0 5909 
.97729 
.04129

60000 44.00000
71 429 
05870 
23597

52.00000
49.16667
2.03591

5.72834 7.07382 4.22477 22.28841 , 4.14083
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Table 5.2. Symmetric condition values for sequences classified as 
paces.

LISTING OF PACE
9 SEQUENCE' NUMBERS

SEQ o NO. RELT EE 12 EEL 3 . EEL 4 TBHLH
10283201 .94 412 .93835 .97196 1.33333 5 0.00000
10284201 .9 4930 .89572 .99407 1 . 00000 50.00000
10434121 .87423 .89329 1.02 80 7 1 .00000 50.00000
104 32121 .90883 .90 253 '1.0.0318 1.02128 48.00000
10386211 .91516 .88178 .96353 .85714 5 0.00000
10383211 .91053 .91143 1.01109 .66 667 50.00000
10433121 ,92530 .905 97 1 .00000 1.00000 50.0 00 0 C
19416241 1.01558 1.00999 .98745 3.00000 50.00000
10435121 .90952 .89905 .99476 1.00000 50.00000

RANGE
MIN .87423 .88178 .96353 .66 667 48.00000
MAX 1.01558 1 .00999 1.02807 3 .00000 50.00000

MEAN .9 2806 .91535 .99490 1.20871 49.77778
STD DEV .03947 .03375 .01944 .69381 . 666 67
COEF 
OF VAR. 4.2 5253 4.23387 1.95414 57.40111 1.33929
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Table 5.3. Symmetric condition values for sequences classified as 
trots.

ITSTTNG 0? TROT 
27 SEQUENCE NUMBERS

SEQo NO. REL1 RE 12 EEL 3 'EEL 4 TRHLH
10281202 1 .0 3831 .95518 .9 3204 1.coooo 50.00000
1026 420 2 .95812 .95462 .99301 .95000 52.00000
102 54202 1 , 02009- 1.COO CO .98468 1.08696 50.00000
10252202 1.01737 .95105 .99512 .84 000 46.00000
10439122 .94118 .88495 .9 1912 .92308 54.00000
10237202 1.11192 .97241 .92560 .84615 50.00000
10256202 .9 5991 . .990 99 1.0 2088 1.0 4167 50,00000
10292142 .96991 .905 88 .91885 1.00000 50.00000
10257202 .98178 .97384 - .99794 1.04762 50.00000
10405212 1.00706 1.06784 .99299 1.08000 52.00000
10437122 .88979 .93074 1.00364 1.11111 50.00000
10423242 .97722 .90639 .92541 1,00000 44.00000
10414242 .90000 .89184 .97111 .95238 50.00000
10385212 1 .01770 1.03297 1.02174 1»13636 50.00000
10438122 .90333 .89212 .96125 1.11111 50.00000
10363242 .89726 .87914 1.01336 1.07143 4 6.00000
10 205122 .85122 .91045 .94469 1.00000 52.00000
10291142 .89906 . 90 75 8 1.00000 1.05000 48.00000
10314212 1.09942 1.03297 . 1.00000 1.08 33 3 50,00000
10348212 .91993 .94930 1.00556 1.07143 50.00000
10344212 .94692 1.03319 1.0 4709 1.16667 50.00000
10415242 .9 3684 .89876 .97753 .95455 48.00000
10313212 .99127 1.06610 1.10132 1 . 13636 46.00000
10 382212 .98978 .99652 .98451 1.00000 50,00090
10 54 5262 1 .0 2737 .94534 .95697 1.04167 50.00000
10547262 .99329 .98210 .98874 1.08333 50.00000
10544262 1.03140 1.00468 1.00 468 1.00000 52.00000

:a n g e
HIS .8 5122 .87914 .91885 .84000 44.00000
MAX 1.11192 1.06784 1.10132 1.16 667 54.00000

!E AN .97324 .95992 .98473 1 .0 290 8 49.62963
ITD DEV .06316 .056 54 .04145 .08207 2.15100
:o e f
OF VAR. 6.49014 -5.88960 4. 20912 7.97542 4.33409
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Table 5,4. Symmetric condition values for sequences classified as 
gallops.

LISTING OF GALOP 
13 SEQUENCE NUMBERS

SEQo NQo 
10262203 
1028 7203 
10372213 
10371213 
10347213 
10407213 
10345213 
10329213 
10411243 
10361243 
10362243 
10511263 
10514263

RANGE
MIN
MAX

MEAN 
STD DEV 
COE F 
OF VARo

RE LI 
1 o 20904 
*86689 
*95513 
*95016 
*94792 
*950 53 
*93502 
*92453 
*94872 
*94133

1*113511*00000
*95692

*86689
1*20904
*97690
*08891

9*10160

R EL 2 
.9925 0 
* 94208 
.99664 
.92332 
*93 266 
*95189 

1*01064 
*98529 
*88773 
*90887 
.99189 

1*00000 
*98714

*88773
1*01064
*96236
*04000

4.15662

R ELS 
*9275 7 
*96063 
* 9 9 6 6 4 
*9475 4 

1*01465 
1.02974 
1*10039 
1*09388 
.91892 

1*00000 
*8 9078 
.97059 
*98714

*89078
1*10039
*98757
*06263

6*34219

REL4
*92000
*40741

3*87500
5*16667
9.33333
3.33333 
4*28571 
3*50000 
3*62500
*42308 
* 44444 

3.62 5 00 
3*37500

.40741 
9* 33333 
3.25492 
2*44748

75*19314

TRHLH 
40*00000 
16*00000 
78*00000 
76*00000 
.76*00000 
80*00000 
76*00000 
80*00000 
8 8*0 0 00 0  
0.00000 
0*00000 

82 *00000 
8 6 . 0 0 0 0 0

0.00000
88=00000
59*84615
33*38125

55*77843
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exhibit values which are relatively far from the group means (and 

probably should be individually checked in more detail) the groups 

themselves meet the criteria for regular, symmetric gaits.

Note however that the values, mean or individual, of REL 4 and 

TRHLH for the group nominally classified as gallop (GALOP) do not meet 

the criteria for a symmetric hind pair and therefore cannot be classi

fied as symmetrical.

It. is also interesting to note the approximate correspondence 

of the gait formula plots of our data base with that of Hildebrand* 

Figure 5.1 shows the gait formula plot for the regular, symmetric gaits 
in our data base. The odd shaped border outlines the region in which 

833 formulas of 158 genera in Hildebrand's (1965) data base fall. Since 

the paces were classified by Hildebrand's criteria, these gaits should 

be found in the regions that Hildebrand labeled for paces. Also, as is 

obvious, most of the walks fall within the area expected based on 

Hildebrand's classification of gait formulas. However, there seems to 

be some disagreement between our neuropsychologists and Hildebrand as 

to the classification of trots. The resolution of these differences 

will be left to the experts just mentioned.

Further, it is encouraging to note the relative ease with which 

data can be transferred from the summary file to SPSS using ANALYZ, The 

steps necessary to do this are shown in Appendix B (pages 78 and 79), 

These runs were made to check the correctness of the calculations per

formed in the LINEAR REGRESSION task in ANALYZ. The results of this 

SPSS run (page 80) were compared with Figure 4.21.
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PLOT WITH REVERSED DIRECTIONS VARIABLES • TLFLH,DL4 GROUPS * ALL /♦ PLOT OF GAIT FORMULAS ♦/ I
TLFLH0.000

10.000

20.000

30.000

40.000

70.000

<50.000

100.000 ♦--1.000

CA

cc

cccc

.900 .600 .600 .500 .400 .100
THE GROUPS ARE REPRESENTED BY THE MARKS AS FOLLOWS

O . O C O

OLH

WALK BY A
PACE BY 8
TROT BY C

Figure 5.1. Comparison with Hildebrand's data.
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In addition to testing and running some preliminary analyses as 

described above ANALYZ has been used to produce other results for in

spection by the workers associated with the locomotion studies here at 

The University of Arizona. In general, the results have been well- 

received, but some suggestions for future modifications have been 

offered* The primary suggestion has been to include in ANALYZ a task 

to perform multiple regression so that polynomial regressions could be 

investigated. While this can be done with SPSS it has become evident 

that such a subroutine could be included in ANALYZ with relatively 

little trouble and that it would increase user convenience and data 

through-put. Due to the modular structure of the ANALYZ source code the 

interfacing of such a subroutine should be quite simple.

From the viewpoint of a programmer perhaps the most immediate 

candidate for improvement would be the procedures used for semantic 

and syntactic analysis of the command strings. A careful inspection of 

the source code will reveal a steady increase in the elegance and 

sophistication of the procedures used with each task beginning with LIST 

and progressing through PATTERN. This progression indicates the 

author1s learning as the program developed. This is not intended to 

justify suboptima1 code but to describe the situation as it stands and 

to point the way to future improvements, It was felt that such improve

ments could continue indefinitely and that the writing of this report 

should not be held up until absolutely perfect code was available.



APPENDIX A

DATA FOEMAT AND CONTROL CARDS FOR 
PROGRAM GAIT

Raw Data File Format 

Format for a single file of raw data representing a single 

sequen.ce or recording session:

Number of Cards

N

1
1

1
1

Data

Sequence number

Columns

1-8
Optional?

No

Card sets. A set may be optional but if a particular 
set is included in a file all cards in that set must 
be included.

Comments

Size

Frame time

Asterisk
Comment

"SIZE"
Weight in kilograms 
(inc. decimal point) 
(Default = 0.0)
Left femur length in 
meters (inc. decimal 
point) (Default = 0.0)

"DT"
Duration of each film 
frame in seconds (inc. 
decimal point)
(Default = 0.0)

1
2-72

2-5

1-10

11-20

4-5

1 -1 0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Number of Cards Data Columns

Treadmill velocity

1 "VEL" 3-5
1 Treadmill velocity in

meters/sec (inc.
decimal point) 1-10

Stride length

1 "STRID" 1-5
1 Number of strides in

sequence (NS) 1-2
NS Length of stride i in

meters/sec (inc. 
decimal point)
(Default = 0.0) 1-10

Data

1 "DATA" 2-5
k Frame number (from 0001

to k) (k < 9998) 1-4
Footfalls (0 if foot is 
up, 1 if down)
For: RH 5

RF 6
LF 7
LH 8

Timer clock reading in 
msec 9-12

Tachometer dial reading 
(0.0 to 6.0) in meters/ 
sec (inc. decimal point) 13-15

Philippson epochs

Beginning of F phase 
For: RH 16

RF 17
LF 18
LH 19

Beginning of El phase 
For: RH 20

RF 21
LF 22
LH 23

Optional?

No

Yes

No

Yes
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Number of Cards Data Columns Optional?

Beginning of E2 phase 
For: B.H 24

RE 25
LF 26
LH 27

Beginning of E3 phase 
For: RH 28

RF 29
LF 30
LH 31

Limb position. Each value is in mm.
and contains no decimal point. Yes

Toe X 32-34
Toe Y 35-37
Hip X 38-40
Hip Y 41-43
Knee joint X 44-46
Knee joint Y V  47-49
Ankle joint X 50-52
Ankle joint Y 53-55

. Digit X 56-58
Digit Y . 59-61

1 9999 (terminator) 1-4 No

Format and Numerical Codes for 
Sequence Number 

Digit No. Data ' Range

1-2 Category 01-99

3-4 Session 01-99

5 Trial 1-9

6-7 Cat ID No. 01-99

8 Nominal gait 0-9
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The codes for the nominal gait are:

0 Unclassified

1 Normal treadmill Walk

2 Normal treadmill trot

3 Normal treadmill gallop

4 Perturbed treadmill walk

5 Perturbed treadmill trot

6 Perturbed treadmill gallop

7 Overground walk

8 Overground trot

9 Overground gallop

All other numbers are assigned at each filming session.

Numerical Codes for Philippson Epoch Data

1 Epoch based on ankle measurement

2 Epoch based on knee measurement

3 Epoch based on hip measurement

4 1 and 2 occur together

5 1 and 3 occur together

6 2 and 3 occur together

7 1, 2, and 3 occur together

Program Variables for GAIT 

These variables are specified by the user through a NAMELIST 

as shown on pages 71 and 72.



Data-set Properties

These variables cause analyses to be performed on all sequences 

with sequence number segments corresponding to the specified values. 

CATEGORY = n for all sequences with category = n 

CATID = m for all sequences with cat id = m 

MOTION = k for all sequences with nominal motion = k 

SEQ = i for sequence number i

Other Variables

NFS = n frame to start looking for strides; default =2.

NFE = m frame to stop looking for strides; default = 9999.

FOOT = k foot to use as reference; default = 4 (1 = RH, 2 =? RF,

3 = LF, 4 = LH)

PRINT = .T. or .F. to enable or disable printing; default = • 

STOP = .T. or ,F. to signal the end of program execution; 

default = ,F.

PROG = 1 kind of analysis to be done; default =2. 1 => Output

is merely a gait diagram for the specified sequences; 2 => 
Output is the gait diagram along with normalized patterns 

and phase lags for each specified sequence; 3 =t> Same analys 

as 2 but includes the creation of a summary file for each 
specified sequence; 4=> Undefined program for future use.
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NAME, BNXXXXXXXXj-CmOOOOs T?5,MT1,STB ®
R E Q U E S T ; C O M P I L E , * P F )
L A 3 E L ( O L D P L p R I , R , L = S G A I T  D A T A  M S T R $ , VSN = 7 5 0 1 8 , PM = X X X X X ) 
U P D A T E ( F p N , W )
C0PY8F(NEWPLpOLDPL)
CATALOG( C0MPILE»TAPE3,ID = NORG, RP=1)
7/8/9
*IDENT MAR2176 
*1 MAR0976o9 
10 3 61,2 A 3 
*ADDFILE INPUT 
*DK 103612A3A
DECK°OF DATA FOR SEQUENCE 10361243

*WEOR 17 
6/7/8/9

Figure A-l. Example of the cards needed to insert raw data for one 
sequence into the raw data file. —  This particular run 
inserts one card image with the number 10361243 and the 
identification of MAR0976.9 behind the card image identified 
by MAR2176 in the file directory. It then inserts a com
plete new file (containing raw data) identified as 
DK10361243A at the end of the data files. The magnetic 
tape file now contains the new information and a permanent 
file (image on disc) of the modified magnetic tape file 
will exist in the system for 1 day. For a more detailed 
explanation see Control Data Corporation (CDC) 1973 and 
1975a.
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NAME pBNXXXXXXXX»Cli40000 j>T609 MTl» STS . 
REQUEST(GOMPILE,*PF)
LABEL(OLDPLs R pRIp L=$GAIT DATA MSTR$pPW=XXXXXpVSN=7 501B) 
UPDATE(Ep L = 0)
C A T A L O G (C O M P I L E  p T AP E  3 p I D sN 0 R G p  RP = 1)
6/7/B/9

Figure A-2. Example of the cards needed to create a permanent file 
(on disc) of the magnetic, tape raw data file.
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. N A ME * B NX X X X- X . XX X» C H7 3 G 0O * T 5O * S T8 o  
R E Q U E S K T A P E T p ^ P F  )
ATTACH ( TAPEBi. 10*HORG)
A T T A C H ( K R T E X T )
ATTACHC KRXLIB)
RFL p 50000 o
FTNCAp G*KRTEXTpI = 0 )
LDSET(L£B=KRXLIB)
LGO(PL = 50000)
CATAL0G{TAPE7j>TAPE7j , ID = M0RGj>RP = 1) 
7/8/9

SOURCE DECK
o o o

7/8/9
$GAIT1 SEQ = 10361242i»PR0G = 3$ 
S G A I T l  STOP® oTRU£ o$

6/7/8/9

Figure A-3, Example of the cards needed to make a run of GAIT using
a source program and the previously created permanent file 
(TAPE 3) for input. TAPE 7 contains a summary file for 
the sequence 10361242..
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NAMEpBNXXXXXXXXi>CH700Q0j>T50pST8o
REQUEST(TAPE7p*PF)
ATT ACH(TAPE3pID3NQRG )
INPUT(PL=500C0)
CAT ALOG(TAPE7pTAPE7p ID = NDRGp RP = 1) 
7/8/9

OBJECT DECK
0 0 0 

7/8/9
SGAITl SEQ=103612A2pPR0G=3$
$ GAIT1 STOP = oTRUEo$

6/7/8/9

Figure A-4. Example of the cards needed to make a run of GAIT using 
a previously compiled object program. —  The raw data 
input is again from the previously created permanent file, 
TAPE 3. Again TAPE 7 contains the summary file for 
sequence 10361242. This particular run produced the out
put shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.
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NAME,BNXXXXXXXX,CM40000,T60,MT1,ST8=
ATTACH(TAPE7j> IO = NQRG)
LABEL ( OLDPLp Rs RI j> L=$GAIT OBJ MSTR$» VSH = 7324B» PH = XXXX) 
UPDATS(F,NfWfD)
COPYBF CNEWPLj)OLDPL )
7/8/9
*IDENT MAR2276 
4=1 TABLE o 78 
10361242 
OADDFILE TAPE7 
6/7/8/9

Figure A-5. Example of the cards needed to insert the summary file 
created on the last run into the master summary file.
—  As in the directory is updated and the summary file for 
sequence 10361243 will be added at the end of the previous
ly existing summary files.



APPENDIX B

DATA FORMAT AND CONTROL CARD EXAMPLES FOR 
PROGRAM ANALYZ

Summary Data File Format 

Format for a single file of summary data representing a single

sequence.

Number of Cards 

1 
1

N

10

Data

Sequence number

Starting frame for averages
Last frame for averages
Reference limb
Number of strides found
Weight
Femur length

Comments with asterisk in 
column 1

DATA ADJUSTED PATTERN,
SECOND METHOD

Adjusted Pattern
Value is fraction (0.00 to 
1.00) of total number of 
strides that each foot is 
down for each frame.

Treadmill velocity mean 
Treadmill velocity standard 
deviation 

Frame time mean 
Frame time standard deviation 
Stride period mean 
Stride period standard devia
tion

Stride length mean
Stride length standard deviation

Columns

1-8
1-4
5-8
9
10-11
13-22
23-32

1-72

1-37

1-80

1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50

51-60
61-70
71-80

Format

18

14
14
11
12
F10.5
F10.5

72A1

36A1 

200F4,2

E10.3

E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
E10.3

E10.3
E10.3
E10.3
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Number of Cards Data Columns

1 DRH mean (duty factor for left
hind) 1-10

DRH standard deviation 11-20
DRF mean (duty factor for
left fore) 21-30

DRF standard deviation 31-40
DLF mean (duty factor for
right fore) 41-50

DLF standard deviation 51-60
DLH mean (duty factor for
right hind) 61-70

DLH standard deviation 71-80

1 TLFLH (percent of stride time
that left fore lages left 
hind) 1-10

TRFRH (percent of stride time 
that right fore lags right 
hind) 21-30

TRHLH (percent of stride time 
that right hind lags left 
hind) 41-50

TS(1) (percent of stride with
no support) 51-53

TS(2) (percent of stride with
1 foot support) 54-56

TS(3) (percent of stride with
2 foot support) 57-59

TS(4) (percent of stride with
3 foot support) 60-62

TS(5) (percent of stride with
4 foot support) 63-66

Format

E10.3
E10.3

E10.3
E10.3

E10.3
E10.3

E10.3
E10.3

E10.3

E10.3

E10.3

13

13

13

13

13

v
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N A M E p B N X X X X X X X X o  CM50000j, T30p MilpSTS o 
REQUEST(COMPIlE»*PF)
L A B E L ( T A P E p R p R ip L = $ 5 A I T  OBJ M S T R $ p P W  = X X X X p V S N =73 2^8) 
U P D A T E ! F p N p W p D p L = O p P = T A P E )
C A T A L O G (C O MP I L E  p T A P E  Bp 10 SW IL L  Y )
6 / 7 / 8 / 9

Figure B-l. Cards used to set up the summary file (output from GAIT)
as a permanent file (on disc). —  This allows several runs 
of ANALYZ during the retention period of the permanent 
file without having to physically reload the magnetic tape.
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N AM E i > B N X X X X X X X X p C  M 65 0 0 Q *  T3 5* STSo 
ATT ACH (TAPE 3 ;>ID = W I L LY )A T T A C H ( K R T E X T )
A T T A C H ( K R X L I B )
FTN(Ap G = KRTEXT$>1°0 )
L D S E T ( L I B = K R X L I B )
LGOo
7/8/9

GOO
S O U R C E  DEC K

0 o o
7/8/9
P A T T E R N  W I T H  C O M M E N T S  F OR  S E Q U E N C E  N U M B E R  1 0 4 1 6 2 4 1  ? 
P A T T E R N  FO R  S E Q U E N C E  N U M B E R  1 0 2 6 5 2 0 1  ?

6/7/8/9

Figure B-2. Example of the cards required to make a run of ANALYZ
using a source program and the previously set up permanent 
file. -- The command strings shown above were used to 
generate the outputs shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.



N AMEp B N X X X X X X X X j > C M 6 5 G 0 0 p T 3  5j>ST8o 
A T T A C H ! T A P E S , I O = W I L L Y )
I NP UT oC A T A L 0 G { T A P E A p T A P £ 4 p I 0 * W I L L Y p RP»1)
7/8/9

0 0 0

O B J E C T  DEC K
0 O 0

7 / 8 / 9
S E A R C H  W I T H  M O T I O N  = 2 G R O U P  = M O T 2 ?
L I S T  ON TAPE V A R I A B L E S  = V E L p D L H  G R O U P  = T R O T  ? 

END
6 / 7 / B / 9

Figure B-3, Example of the cards required to make a run of ANALYZ 
using a previously compiled object program and, again, 
the previously set up permanent file. --This particu^ 
lar run was used to create a second permanent file 
(TAPE 4) for use as the input to an SPSS run.
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N A M E v 8 N X X X X X X X X o C M 6 5 Q 0 0 p S T 8 o 
A T T A C H  { TAPE A: j> ID* W I LL Y )
SPSS(D=TAPEA)
7 / 8 / 9
V A R I A B L E  L IST  V E L p D L H
N OF C A S E S  2 4
IN PU T M E D I U M  T A P EI N P U T  F O R M A T  (10Xj>2F10o5)
P R I N T  F O R M A T  D L H , V E L ( 5 )
S C A T T E R G R A M  DLH(Opl) W I T H  VEL(Oj.5) 
O P T I O N S  &
S T A T I S T I C S  A L L
R E A D  I N P U T  DATA 
F I N I S H  
6 / 7 / 8 /9

Figure B-4. Example of the cards required to make a run of SPSS using 
as input the permanent file created on a previous run of 
ANALYZ. -- This particular set of cards was used to gener
ate the output shown on page from the permanent file 
(TAPE 4) created by the ANALYZ run shown on B-4.
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m i  N0N1M ICIIATION 04TI • 0»/0«/76 I
$C*TTI*611fl OF 100**1 01W uciom vii

.15000 *15000 1.15000 1.75090 1.15000 1.75000 3.15000 1.75000 5.15000 4.73000
1.00000 • I 1 • •

.10000

.10000

• .50000 1.00000 1.50000 1.00000 1.30000 1.00000 1.50000 4.00000 4.50000 5.00000

STimmi.. 
coMiiATio* (el

ite IM OF 1ST - 

S16M1FIC4NCI « - 

H«*lFlCiNCI • -

-.4F1I4
.04144
.00001
.00007

17

I JOUAMO 
1NTIRCKFT 111 -
110FI (#1

IICIUOIO VALUES-

.47511

.67111
-.10111

S1 ON IF IC ANC E * 
170 1**0* OF A 
$70 1**0* OF 1

*1511*6 VALUES

.00007
•04411
.01141

•••••«•« IS FR1NTI0 IF A C0IFFICIIN7 CANNOT II CONFUTED.

Figure B-5, Example of SPSS run using data reformatted by ANALYZ.



APPENDIX G

ANALYZ DEFINED IN MODIFIED 
BACKUS-NAUR FORM

The following meta-symbols (symbols not recognized by ANALYZ) 

will be used for this definition.

:=" means "is defined as."

"<...>" means the enclosed material is a production symbol or 

a syntactic unit. '

"[...]" means the enclosed material is entirely optional.

"|" means "or." The units it operates on are the strings of

syntactic units and/or terminal symbols appearing between and

"|," between "[" and "]," between "|" and between "|" and "|," or

between "|" and the end of a definition line (e.g., A::=x|y|[z|w] is

read, "A is defined as x or y or optionally z or w (or implicitly

blank)).

"..." means the syntactic units or terminal symbols immediately 

preceding it may be repeated indefinitely.

Symbols written in special characters, digits, and/or upper case 

letters without being enclosed in angle brackets are terminal symbols 

or symbols that appear in the command strings just as they are written 

in the definitions.
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<ANALYZ prograno::= <command string>[<command string>]...END 

<command string>::= <bas£c command string>|<SEARCH command string>|

<LIST command string>|<PLOT command string>|

<TRANSFORM command string>|<LINEAR REGRESSION conmand strittg>| 

<PATTERN command string>

<basic command string>::= Cinitiator keyword> <basic argument string> 

<terminator>

<SEARCH command string>::= SEARCH [WITH] <parameter speci£ication>

<SEARCH option flag> GROUP = <group identifiers <terminator> 

<LIST command strings:;= LIST <LIST option flags <basic variable lists ' 

<group lists Cterminators 

<PLOT command strings::= PLOT <PLOT option flags <basic variable lists

<group lists <terminator>|PLOT <PLOT option flags <PLOT variable 

lists <group lists <terminator>

<TRANSFOBM command strings::= TRANSFORM <TRANSFORM variable lists 

<group lists <terminators 
<LINEAR REGRESSION command strings::= LINEAR REGRESSION cbasie variable 

lists <group lists <terminators| LINEAR REGRESSION <LINEAR 

REGRESSION variable lists <group lists <terminators 

<PATTERN command strings::= PATTERN <PATTERN option flags [FOR] SEQUENCE 

NUMBER [=] <numbers Cterminators 
Cinitiator keywords::= SEARCH|LIST|PLOT|TRANSFORM|PATTERN|LINEAR 

REGRESSION|END

Cbasie argument strings::- Coption flags Cbasie variable lists 

Cgroup lists
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<terminator>::= ;

<parameter specification>::= <primative parameter specifications 

[<conditional expressions]|<conditional expressions 

<SEARCH option flags::= [WITH EXCLUSION]

<LIST option flags::= [ON TAPE]| [WITH STATISTICS]

<PLOT option flags::= [WITH REVERSED DIRECTION]

<PATTERN option flags::= [WITH COMMENTS]

Coption flags::= <SEARCH option flags|<LIST option flags|<PLOT option 

flags]<PATTERN option flags 

<group lists::= GROUP - <group identifiers]GROUPS = <group identifier 

lists

<PLOT variable lists::= <variable identifiers VS. <variable identifiers 

<LINEAR REGRESSION variable lists::= OF <variable identifiers ON <variable 

identifiers

<TRANSFORM variable lists::= <identifiers = [<variable identifiers] 

<numbers <binary operators <variable identifiers|<numbers]| 

[<functions(<variabie identifiers)]

<basic variable lists::- VARIABLE = cvariable identifiers]VARIABLES = 

Cvariable identifier lists 

<pfimative parameter specifications::= SEQUENCE NUMBER|CAT = <numbers] 

CATEGORY = <numbers [MOTION - Cnumbers 

<conditional expressions::= <variable identifiers.<relationa1 operators. 
<numbers[.<Boolean operators.<variable identifiers.relational 

operators. Cnumbers]

<binary operators::= +]-]*]/]**

<functions::= LOG|LN|EXP



•^relational operator>: := GT|LT|EQ |NE |ge |lE 

<Boolean operator>::= AND|OR 

<group identifier>::= <identifier>

<variable identifier>::= <identifier>

<group identifier listt>::̂  <identifier list>

<variable identifier list>:cidentifier list>

<identifier list>:;= <identifier>[,<identifier>].„. 

<identifier>::= <letter>[<letter>|<digit>]...

<number>:<digit>..„|<number>.<number>

<digit>::= 0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9
<ietter>;;= a |b |g |d |e |f |g |h |i |j |k |l |m |n |o |p |q |r |s |t |u |v |w |x |y |z

<special character>::= .|,|=|;|S|+|-|*|/|(j)



APPENDIX D

DETAILS OF ANALYZ SOFTWARE

Basic Considerations 

In developing a program to meet the goals Listed in Chapter 4, 

the following major points were considered.

1. The ease with which the user could handle commands and data.

2. The ease of modification and correction of the source code.

3. The diverse backgrounds of the people who would deal with ANALYZ. 

It was assumed that most of these people would be undergraduate 

and graduate students from electrical engineering, systems 

engineering, computer science, or possibly, psychology.

4. The speed of execution.

5. The operating environment of the CDC 6400 at the University of 

Arizona Computer Center for which ANALYZ was originally developed. 

This meant that ANALYZ was constrained to batch mode operation 

and an inconvenient (although not impossible) system for manipu

lating and editing files.

6. The possibility of future implementation of ANALYZ on the DEC 

system-10 also at the University of Arizona Computer Center.

The choice of the language with which to write ANALYZ was based 

mainly on points 2, 3, 4, and 6 above. ALGOL (Pratt 1975) would have 

been good from the standpoint of structuring the source listing for

S3
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ease of understanding, but ALGOL I/O is anything but machine independent. 

SNOBOL 4 (Pratt 1975) would have been good for dealing with the command 

strings, but its extreme inefficiency when dealing with arithmetic 

operations would force ANALYZ to be operated as a two-step process 

using SNOBOL 4 to handle the command strings and then using some lan-’* 

guage such as ALGOL or FORTRAN for the numerical operations. While 

this is a valid approach it was felt better to keep the program relative

ly simple by using one language for all operations. Other languages 

such as PASCAL (Jensen and Wirth 1974) or PL/I (Pratt 1975) were not even 

implemented on the DEC system-10 so were ruled out without further con

sideration. In an effort to keep ANALYZ as simple and as independent of 
machine and programmer as possible FORTRAN was chosen for all sections 

of the program.

The use of FORTRAN was not without problems though. In consid

ering the ease of command and data manipulation by the user it was felt 

that the use of numerical codes in specific columns of a card would in

crease the chances for errors and consequently the time needed to obtain 

a particular set of results. Further since the end-users of the results 

would be people from many diverse disciplines it was felt that the com

mand specifications should be printed out with the results of each task 

to facilitate the interpretation of the results. It appeared that the 

use of numerical codes for the tasks, variables, groups, and options 

would probably hinder this interpretation for most end-users. The use 

of the FORTRAN NAMELIST feature would offer no improvement since only 

numerical values can be read using a NAMELIST (Digital Equipment Corpora

tion (DEC) 1974),
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It was decided to develop a simple interpreter based on a small 

set of string handling operations implemented with FORTRAN subroutines. 

As long as the effort was being made to handle strings it was felt that 

a little more effort should be expended on the subroutines to permit the 

use of free field formats in the command strings.

It was found that the string processing, although not nearly as 

sophisticated as the operations available in a language like SNOBOL 4, 

was quite easy once the basic subroutines were written. In developing 

these subroutines many non-ANSI features were used. However, those that 

were used were determined to be available in both the CDC 6400 and the 

DEC system-10 implementations of FORTRAN (CDC 1975b and DEC 1974).

In fact, during all stages of development the features available 

on, and the limitations of, each machine were considered, and it is felt 

that, in its present form, ANALYZ will be portable between machines with 

minimal modification. The programmer should be able to implement all 

necessary changes by rewriting the file manipulation subroutine (de

scribed in Chapter 3) and changing some of the program constants defined 

at the head of the main program. Those constants to be changed are 

indicated by comments in the source listing.

The operation of ANALYZ depends on many arrays or tables of 

symbols and pointers. Much of the lexical, syntactic, and semantic 

analysis done by ANALYZ is performed by matching substrings from the 

command string with entries in appropriate symbol tables. When a match 

is found a pointer to the matched location within the symbol table is 

entered in the appropriate pointer table.
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Since the programmer dealing with FORTRAN has no dynamic con-* 

trol of the machine's memory and must declare at compile time the maxi

mum space that will be used in each array, two run-time descriptors are 

provided for each array. One indicates the number of currently active 

elements in each array to limit the amount of time spent in the matching 

operations. The other indicates the maximum available size of each array 

to enable ANALYZ to perform dynamic boundary checking for each array.

For the sake of simplicity only one physical (memory) word was 

used for each logical word or special character found in the command 

strings. This resulted in the restriction that the significant portion 

of each word be limited to five characters or less since this is the 

maximum number of characters that can be packed into a memory word in 

the DEC system-10. Also for the sake of simplicity special characters 

are always considered delimiters so the constituents of keywords, noise 

words, and identifiers must always be limited to alphanumeric characters.

Because of the limited character set available on the CDC 6400 

and the lack of uniformity (at present) in the character sets used on 

the printers connected to the CDC 6400 it was decided to use the standard 

FORTRAN two-character relational operators and two- and three-character 

Boolean operators delimited by periods for the conditional expressions.

Program Structure 

The main program functions as a collection point for global 

declarations and as an executive delegating program control to various 

subroutines as necessary. It functions by calling a subroutine (READCH) 

to read the input string and perform the lexical analysis. When READCH
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returns a set of lexical items the main program calls a particular sub

routine to perform the syntactic and semantic analysis. The decision 

about which subroutine to call is based on the first'word (the initiator

keyword) appearing in the list of lexical items, A simplified flow

chart of this process is shown in Figure D,1,

Each of these subroutines sets up the necessary pointers and

flags based on the list of lexical items then calls another subroutine 

to perform the actual task called for by the command string. Upon 

task completion control returns through two levels of subroutines to the 

main program which again calls READCH, Program termination occurs in 

READCH when the word END is encountered as the first word in a command 

string. In the following descriptions several tables will be referred 

to, A conceptual representation of these tables will be found in 

Figure D,2,

READCH uses the subroutines NEXT and MATCH to perform the lexi

cal analysis. At the level of READCH NEXT simply returns a single 

character each time it is called. Internally NEXT maintains a character 

buffer transferring successive characters from the buffer to the calling 

routine. When the buffer is emptied, NEXT reads another card (80 

columns) from the input file, prints the card image as read and deletes 

all the characters between comment delimiters (/*,,,*/),
MATCH does just what its name implies. It searches through a 

specified table looking for the first occurrence of the object to be 

matched and, when a match is found, returns the position within the table 

at which the match occurred.
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END

READCH

LINEAR
( REGRESSION) SEARCHT R A NS F OR M PATTERNPLOTLIST

> / O RD ( l ) : T S K N AM

PIT PAT

SRCHGOXFRMGO

LINREG

PATGOL IN G O

XFRM

LISTGO

SEARCHPLOT

ZPLTGO

LIST

Figure D.1. Flow chart showing major paths of control flow through 
the major subroutines.
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S E A R C H  W I T H  M O T I O N 7 A N D  D L H . G T . 0 . 5 0  G R O U P

N W O R D:  [ in N N U M B : N T S K N A : [

M O T  7

WORD: 'SEARC'
W I T H

• M O T I O '

I N  U M  
AND"
D I H

GT

' SNUM-
GROUP

A N U M B R : 7 . 0  0 
0 . 5  0

T S K N A M : SEARC'
LIST'
TRANS'
PLOT'
LINE A'
PATTE'

M O T  7'

LL___
N C G R P : [ T ]  NGRPNA:  [ N C V A R : [ TJ N VA R N A: f" H

C G R P : [

G R P N A M :  | M O T  I ' | M Q T 7 '  |i i
NGRP:  f IT TJ N S E O : [

C VA R: [  

V A R N A M i l ' N S T R D  | VEL

I DATA

1 0 4 3 2 1 2 7

I DLH

D A T A: 7.0 1.30 0 . 4 5
8.0 1 .10 0 . 3 6
2.0 0 . 9 6 0 .51

12.0 1.13 0 . 4 8
3.0 1 . 00 0 . 6 2
6 - 0 1.20 0 . 5 5
4 . 0 0.85 0 . 8 0

Figure D.2. Conceptual layout of major symbol and pointer tables.
-- A typical command string is shown along with the list of 
lexical items derived from it. The symbol, pointer, and 
data tables are shown as they would appear in the middle of 
execution of the specified SEARCH. A previous SEARCH was
executed for WALK1. Explicit pointers are shown by:---►
Pointers implied by position are shown by:  ►
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READCH assembles the list of lexical items in the array WORD, 

READCH also decodes numbers which are all initially stored as floating 

point values, Since all character strings are stored as integers the 

numbers are stored in a separate array called AHTJMBR, To keep the 

numbers from becoming hopelessly lost the symbol f,$NUM,r is inserted in 

WORD to indicate the position that a number would logically occupy.

The major problem faced here arose from the considerations of 

portability between the GDC 6400 which uses a unique 6-bit character 

code and the DEC system-10 which uses a 7-bit ASCII code. The problem 

was solved by allowing READCH to deal only indirectly with the charac

ters. A symbol table defining the code in use on the current machine 

is provided in the array IC. In it each character is specified as a 

Hollerith constant which will automatically be translated into the 

proper code for a given machine when ANALYZ is compiled on that machine, 

READCH then uses MATCH to locate the position in IC of each input 

character. In essence this provides READCH with a code independent 

collating sequence upon which to base its decisions. When READCH en*- 

counters a semi-colon it immediately returns control to the main program.

When READCH returns control to the main program the first word 

in WORD is matched with the entries in TSKNAM the symbol table of ini

tiator keywords. The position of the keyword in this table serves to 

direct control to the appropriate semantic and syntactic analysis sub

routine through a computed GO TO statement. Each of these subroutines 

deals with the command string expected on the basis of the initiator 

keyword. The following is a description of the general features of these 

subroutines.
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With the exception of the subroutines for PATTERN, the subrou

tines for each task deal with at least seven symbol and pointer tables, 

The first two are semipermanent.symbol tables for group and variable 

identifiers. These are the arrays GRPNAM and VARNAM respectively,

GRPNAM contains group identifiers which are defined by the user when 

executing SEARCHes. VARNAM contains variable identifiers. Initially 

it contains only those identifiers defined, by the ANALYZ source code 

which correspond to the output of GAIT (see list in Chapter 3), Other 

variable identifiers can be appended to this list when the user exe

cutes TRANSFORM in which variable identifiers are used which do not al

ready appear in VARNAM, These lists with the exception of appending 

newly defined identifiers are maintained intact throughout program 

execution.

Two more of these tables are lists of pointers which are erased 

(by setting the active element descriptors to 0) and rewritten by each 
syntactic and semantic analysis subroutine each time it is called.

These pointers indicate positions within the identifier symbol tables 

and flag those identifiers which the operator specifies in each command 

string. These pointer lists exist in the arrays CGRP and CVAR„

The fifth table is a two-dimensional array named DATA which con

tains the floating point data produced by GAIT. Each row contains 

values associated with a particular sequence, Each column contains 

values associated with a particular variable identifier. The position 

of each column corresponds to the position of its associated variable 

identifier in VARNAM.
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The sixth table is a one-dimensional array named IDATA which 

contains sequence numbers. The position of a sequence number in IDATA 

corresponds to the position of a row of values in DATA.

The seventh table is a two-dimensional array named GRP contain

ing pointers to rows in DATA (and IDATA). Each column represents the . 

members of a particular group. It contains pointers to the sequences 

which contain data that met the specified criteria when that particular 

group was assembled or appended to with SEARCHes, This allows the data 

for a particular sequence to appear in core only once while it may 

appear as a member of several different groups.

When SEARCH is called it searches through DATA and then through 

the data tape for sequences containing data that meet the specified 

criteria. Initially the directory for the data tape is read into core. 

When SEARCH is called with a search parameter that can be found in the 

sequence number itself, the in-core directory is searched for a se

quence number containing the specified parameter. When such a number is 

found it is matched with the elements of IDATA to ascertain if the de

sired sequence is already in core. If it is not the data tape is posi

tioned according to the position of the desired sequence number in the 

directory and the desired data is read into core. In either case a 

pointer to the appropriate sequence (row in DATA and IDATA) is entered in 

the next available element of the column for the specified group.

If the SEARCH is based only on variable relationships the entire 

set of data files is read from the data tape into core and the relational 

search proceeds through each element of the DATA columns for the
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specified variables. Again when the values for a particular sequence 

meet the specified criteria a pointer to that sequence is entered in the 

GRP column for the specified group.

All the other task subroutines, except the subroutine for 

PATTERN, simply access the values in DATA and IDATA based on the pointers 

in CGRP, GRP, and CVAR.

The subroutine for PATTERN merely matches the specified sequence 

number with the in-core directory, positions the data tape according to 

the position of the match as done in SEARCH, reads the pattern data 

(and the comment data if that option flag is set) for that sequence, 

and sends the data to the line printer.

Obviously this description is quite general and each subroutine 

could be described in much greater detail. However, in the interest 

of space conservation, it was felt best to refer the reader who required 

very specific details to the source listing.



APPENDIX E

FORMULAS USED IN THE STATISTICAL ANALYSES 
PERFORMED BY ANALYZ*

Range:

Mean:

Range = X - X .max min

N

Variance:

, A v ■ ̂s = ---

Standard deviation: 
~2

N - 1

s = / s

Coefficient of variation:

cv = - *100
X

The linear regression analysis uses least squares curve fitting, 

In the following formulas the symbols defined below will be used for 

simplification.

* Taken from Sokal and Rohlf (1969).

96
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N
= Z 
i=l

X.

N
S
1=1 xi)

N

N
= Z 

1=1 Yi

N
( Z Y ) 
1=1

N

N N
N

Z xy = Z X. * Y 
1=1 1

( Z x.) * ( z Y.) 
1=1 1 1=1 1 

N

Unexplained mean square:

sy x =

Standard error of the estimate:

f ~ l  1sy.x = / sy ,x

Coefficient of determination

R2
z y
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Correlation coefficient

TR = /R

Standard error of R:

sr = /(I - R2)/(N - 2)

Test of significance for R:

HQ : R = 0

Regression coefficient

Standard error of B:

/ 2 2s, = /s . x/Z x b y

Test of significance for B:

Hq : B = 0

y-axis intercept:

A = y - BX 

Standard error of A:

sa = s2y.x ( 1/N + X/Z x2)



Confidence limits for R, B, and A:

CLx = X - t0.05[v] * Sx 

where v is the degrees of freedom for x.

Tests of significance and confidence limits are based on table look-up 

with linear interpolation of a table of critical values for t (Rohlf 

and Sokal 1969). The linear interpolation used is simply the first two 

terras of Newton's forward formula (Weast 1967):

Zp = zo + p(Z1 - Z0)

where p is:

X. - X

For X < X. < X. o i l

and Z = f(X)

All tests of significance for the above variables are based on the two- 

tailed test since it is assumed that the direction of deviation of the 

calculated value from the hypothesized value will be unknown.
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